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X
arguing that the removal of the duty HARRY ELGIN WEBSTER
the scene of the crime.
say 120 of the 126 delegates to the X
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) were injured.
Yours very truly,
X
on sugar would mean the destruction
TAKEN TO PENITENTIARY. district convention are for Taft, but X
The Cloudcroft Trading Company
A sleeping car attached to train No. of the beet
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 23. While the
G. CARTWRIGHT,
SAMUEL
X
industry.
sugar
of North Cloudcroft, Otero county, legislature has amended the law so 812 on the Utica division of the DelaRoosevelt men discount this state X
(By Rppcial Leased Wire to New Mexican
X
President.
'
Sterling, 111., Jan. 25. Dr. Harry ment.
filed incorporation papers this morn- as to make it a crime to engage in ware, Lackawanna & Western, was
X
JOHN S. HARRIS,
X
was
who
Azul
Webster,
At
yesterday
Arul
Elgin
Commisat
book
Wreck
or
or
with
No.
912
of
with
train
the
State
Corporation
pool selling
Sy
ing
making
Freight
telescoped by
Traffic over the San- X
X
Traffic
for
Secretary.
life
Heavy
to
sentenced
two
imprisonment
trains
Las
sion. Thenew company asks permis- without writing,, it has not changed racuse division.
rear
freight
Vegas,
Santa Fe Chamber of Com- - X
Bes- ta Fe is heavy again and the Flyer is X
- sion to conduct a
The wreck is said to have resulted failed to clear a switch and a cattle the murder of his bigamous wife,
general wholesale in any respect the law as to recordmerce.
X
was taken to the being run in two sections most of the X
ing bets, according to a decision of fiom failure of the block tower to car was" thrown from the track, tying sie Kent Webster,
time.
XSXXXSXXXXXXXXXX
Joliet penitentiary today.
Continued on Page Four.
the court of appeals today. work properly.
up traffic several hours.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX!
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SOUR, GASSY, UPSET

E. K. Seamands in the Lake house on
3
Much of the property was
recovered from San Antonio street
Stomachs Feel Fine Five pawnshops.
A long search failed to
Minutes After Taking a Little
locate Randolph, but Wednesday he
at an El Paso theater, one of the men
Diapepsin.
being put to sleep in a box buried unTho question as to how long you arc der the ground on
Eroadway, another
going to continue a sufferer from Indi- in an automobile in front of the
or
Dyspepsia
gestion,
Stomach is merely a matter of how
soon you begin taking some Diapep
OFFICIAL ELECTION RETURNS
sin.
ON COUNTY OFFICERS.
diIf your Stomach is lacking in
gestive power, why not help the stomSocorro County. County Commisach to do its work, not with drastic
sioners, First District: J. S. Baca
a
but
of
digesdrugs,
lfsS; Emil Kiehne 1591. Second
tive agents, such as are naturally at District:
Leandro Baca 1747; Leopol-dwork in the stomach.
Contreras 1723.
Third District:
People with weak Stomachs should Benito Belarde 1803; Harvey Richards
take a little Diapepsin occasionally, 1097.
and there will be no more indigestion,
Probate Judge: Misais Baca 1945;
no feeling like a lump of lead in the John Greenwald
154S.
stomach, no heartburn, Sour risings,
Edward
Fortune
County Clerk:
Gas on Stomach or Belching or undi- 1S1G; E. H.
Sweet 1655.
gested food, Headaches, Dizziness or
Sheriff: Emil James 1720;
Henry
Sick Stomach, and, besides, what you
Dreyfus 1674; John Martin 102; Jose
eat will not ferment and poison your L. Baca 1.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
breath with nauseous odors. All these
WE
GIVE
REGISTER
TICKETS symptoms resulting from a sour, out- - E Assessor: A. B. Baca 1S13; George
PURCHASES.
WITH
ALL CASH
Cook 16S0.
stomach and dyspepsia are
Treasurer: Max H. Montoya 1893;
in
relieved
minutes
five
generally
Jose E. Torres 1570.
after taking a little Dispepsin.
Superintendent of Schools: BenjaGo to your druggist and get a
min Sanchez 1S45; C. B. Sedillo 1637.
case of Pape's Diapepsin now,
Surveyor
King 1952; Rolla
and you will always go to the table Russell 1553. George
with a hearty appetite, and what you
Taos
County Commissioneat will taste good, because your ers, FirstCounty.
District: Benjamin G. Ranstomach and intestines will be clean dall 137S; A.
Gallegos 924. Second
and fresh and you will know there District: Juun C. Rael 1304: Juan del
are not going to be any more bad lee Reyes Santistevan 987.
Third
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
nights and miserable days for you. District: Lucas Dominguez 1232; Juan
feel
and
make you
X. Vigil 10G2.
AIFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages They freshen you
like life is worth living.
Probate Judge:
Jose F. Cordova
1287; Lee Witt 955.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
HIS HAPPY HOME.
County Clerk: Antonio A. Rivera
She sews the buttons on his sljirt,
1361; D. Martinez 927.
And darns his socks with care.
Sheriff Sinicio Cisneros 1171; M.
She never fails to be alert
O. Trujillo 1099.
His every woe to share.
Assessor: Melquiades
Rael 1197;
Phone Black
Phone Black She lays his night clothes on the bed Jose Ma. Esquibel 1098.
Treasurer: Fidel Cordoba 1368; AlAnd turns the covers down,
fredo Trujillo 932.
ghe npver fills his heart with dread
Jose
Py. a suspicious frown.
Superintendent of Schools:
Montaner 1251; R. F. Oakley 1038.
Surveyor: C. R. Dwire 1352; P. X.
She gives him what he likes to eat,
Black 954.
And never makes complaint;
Torrance County. County CommisAnd there is never when they meet
sioners, First District: Lorenzo
A hint of cold restraint.
8S2; Jesus Candelario 760; W.
Her faith in him is deep and great,
S. Kirk 71.
Second District: Juan
She courts his least caress.
Cruz Sanchez 859; Serafin Candelario
When
to
home
&
Co.
he
Curio
dinner late
gets
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail
772; J. W. Hambrick 91. Third DistThere is no bitterness.
AND
OF
rict: Librado Valencia 918; W. R.
TO
IS
LOVERS
MUSIC,
APPEAL
WILL
PIANO
THIS
Green 751; J. R. Rhoades 87.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
She never scolds because the fo.K
Cecario Montoya
Probate Judge:
Next door have more than they.
S42; Jose de Jesus Romero S02; John
AN
On him she pauses to invoke
Burkshire 100.
God"s blessing day by day.
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
County Clerk: Manuel Sanchez, Jr.,
in
to
ease
She
strives
every way
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
926; J. J. White 747; J. A. Chapman
The burdens of his life;
SO.
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
You may have guessed ere this that
Sheriff: Julius Meyer 8S6; Crestino
and Arizona purchasers.
she's
Chavez 771; John Chastain 91.
His mother, not his wife.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Assessor: Antonio Salazar.843; D.
C. Howell 818; J. E. Chapman 81.
Chicago Record-Herald- .
Established 1900
Treasurer: C. J. Amble 1041; Angus
LEARNARD &
638; S. W. Moore 71.
McGillivray
Mexico
New
CO.
Albuqurque,
LINDEMANN
of Schools: Charles
Superintendent
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
L. Burt 941; Ira L. Ludwick 718; Hat- STATE
tie Bigabee 76.
859
H. B. Hawkins
Surveyor:
Ralph A. Marble 8(1 ; .H. N. Seymour
Another Lawyer for Taos.
Walter Woody, son of W- - M. Woody 81.
Commiswho has been a practicing attorney in
Union County. County
San Francisco, has returned to Taos sioners, First District: T. D. Snyder
with his wife and hung out his shin 1341; R. W. Wagner 1324; L. B. Mas
sev 141.
gle.
Second District: Salome
Garcia 1388; Julian Padilla 1270; C
A Bentley 147.
Is This Another Murder?
Third District: Ma
Jesus Concha, a Pueblo Indian, was fias Casados 1373; Eduardo Armijo
found dead in a wagon at the pueblo 1307.
of
Taos. There were contusions
Probate Judge: Rafael M. Savedra
above his right eye, on his right cheek 134S; L. E. Gallegos 130S; J. T. Smith
and in the mouth but otherwise no 146.
signs of violence.
County Clerk: Juan Duran 1419;
Xestor T. Baca 1238; C. A. Bowen 143.
New Paper for Taos.
Sheriff: R. T. Mansker 1433; Henry
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
The Taos Recorder and El Bien T. Taylor 1244; Clarence Brown 126;
Fublico, is a sparkling new weekly John Pace 1.
PHONE, RED 100.
that has made its appearance at Taos,
Assessor: Abran Garcia 1070 ; Leo
with John G. Tinker as editor, and Gonzales 1046; M. R. Jones 166,
Tinker & Cox, as publishers. The
Treasurer: Xestor C. de Baca
editorials of the new publication are 1369; G. S. Yates 1272; R. G . Con
well written and strong and its news 144.
is interestingly arranged.
Superintendent of Schools: Henry
H. Errett 1429; M. F. Xix 1218; J. P.
New Road to River.
Souders 141.
George M. Neal and Carroll R.
Surveyor: A. C. Loveless 13S2; J.
Dwire have found a new road from W. Stiles 1281; Ira X. Crisp 141.
Taos to the Rio Grande and Ojo
Valencia County. County Commis
z
from Taos. They followed Taos sioners, First District: Fermin
TO
1776: Antonio Lopez 315. Sec
creek to its junction with the Rio
Grande, easily forded the latter and ond District: Perfecto Gabaldon 1794;
Third District:
saved 20 miles in the journey to Ojo Charles Raff 278.
The proposed road has an Eugenio Kempenich 1770; William L.
Caliente.
and Inconvenience by Purchasing Weils
Brun 179.
easy grade.
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Bernalillo Sedillo
Probate Judge:
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Arrested for Playing Cards.
1769; Juan Cordova y Sanchez 290.
Warrants were issued out of Police
County Clerk: Jesus M. Luna 1798;
Browne's court at Farm- - T. J. Pittman 280.
Magistrate
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Sheriff:
Ruperto Jaramillo 1S06;
ington, for Ernest and Grady West- brook and George K. Griffin on the Ben Gooch 274.
Assessor: M. T. Otero 1795; F. W.
charge of gambling with cards, the
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
complainant being Mrs. Addie Newn- - Campbell 2S3.
Treasurer: Solomon Luna 1801;
ham and the prosecuting witness Al
N'ewnham. The two first named were Jose G. Chavez 277.
Superintendent of Schools: Saturn-inarrested and released on their own
D.
Baca 1S01 ; Maria Guadalupe R. de
did
Grady Westbrook
recognizance.
not appear for trial and his bond in Castillo 275.
Surveyor: John M. Gunn 1S17; M.
the sum of $100 was forfeited, but Ernest Westbrook was placed on trial. T. Otero 1.
After hearing the evidence Judge
Rowne fined the defendant $100 and BIG ARGENTINE SHIPMENTS;
costs and the latter appealed the case BEARISH ADVICES FROM EUROPE
Successor to
to the district court.
On Monday of
this week George Griffin came to town This Causes Slight Drop in Wheat
Mild
and was immediately placed under aron Chicago Market
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
rest.
was
held
Corn.
His
afttrial
Eases
Weather
Tuesday
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
ernoon and he was fined the sum of (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
Chicago, 111., Jan. 23. Bearish Eur$50 and costs, also taking an appeal.
business
the
will
best service to the public and
keep
opean crop advices, reports of larger
first-clas- s
line
open at all times day and night, with
Albertus Behind the Bars.
shipments from the Argentine and libof livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
Albert S. Randolph, who advertised eral receipts at points northwest
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
himself as "Albertus the hypnotist," caused weakness in the wheat marYours in Business
J. R. CREATH.
in Santa Fe, was arrested at El Paso, ket here. The opening was unchangPhone Main 139.
- cent down.
Santa Fe. N. M.
130 San Francisco St
May started at
by city detectives on Broadway and ed to
to
a loss of
to 100
and held in the city jail. Complaint 100
The close
was later filed with County Attorney cent but reacted to 100
a loss
Bridgers, charging him with burglary. was weak with May 100
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
Five of Randolph's troupe of hypno- of
Mild weather made the corn martical performers are hHd in the county
AND- ket
easy. May opened a shade to
on
of
In
conneccharges
jail
burglary
The close
to 66
For Best Laundry Work
tion with the robberc of $300 worth of c off at 65
Diamonds from the apartment of Miss was easy at 66c for May, a decline of

ittSe Store

STOMACH

REGULATED.

J

uality and Large Variety of the

Soltaire " Goods.

Always the Leader

GEHT

o

C

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

j

LEO HERSCH

45

45

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
N COMPANY

LEARN ARDLIN DEM

rTpTlBE

)

.

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

o

Mar-nue-

Parts

All

of The World

Saye Money
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nXiOt

J.

Duvoiniiiiij anIVKTO

January

i ou ot ine superior

n Keminas

o

BARNES, Agent.
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GUTICUBHEIIS
For Eczema. Patient's Wrist and Shin
Itched Like Poison.
Scratched
Until They Bled. Says:"Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured Me."
"Four years aro I had places break out on
my wrist and on my sliin wliioh would itch
and burn by spells, and stretching them
would not seem to Five any
relief. When the trouble first
began, my wrist and shin
itched like poison. I would
scratch tltose places until they
would bleed before I could get
any relief. Afterwards the
places would scale over, and
tiie flesh underneath would
look red and feverish. Sometimes it would bein to it( h
until it would waken me from
my sleep, and I would have to go through
the scratching ordeal again.
"I consulted our physician in regard to
It, and he pronounced it "dry eczema." I
used an ointment which the doctor gave me,
but it did no good. Then he advised me
to try the Cuticura Eemedies. As this
trouble has been in our family for years,
and is considered hereditary, I felt anxious
to try to head it off. I got the Cuticura
Soap, Ointment and Pills, and they seemed
to be just what I needed.
"The disease was making great headway
on my system until I got the Cuticura Remedies which have cleared my skin of the great
pest. From the time the eczema healed four
years ago, until now, I have never felt any
of its pest, and I am thankful to the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment which certainly cured me.
I always use the Cuticura Soap for toilet,
and I hope other sufferers from skin diseases
will use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment."
(Signed) Irven Hutchison, Three Rivers,

8

(By Special Lased Wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, .iex., jan. 23. Entries for
tomorrow :
First race purse, Maidens,
f
olds, three and
furlongs.
Philopena. Pat Gannon. Neelieee.
Bells, Icicle, Wolfress, 109; Blue Jay,
John Hurie, Reckless Lad, 11.
Second race selling, six lurlongs.
Florence Roberts, Camarada, Ferro-na- ,
92; X King Elk, Parnell Girl, 107;
Jim Mc, Colonel Marchmont, 109;
i. Signora Flying Pearl. Oi'ba. Smile
110; Bob Lynch, Regards, Earls Court,
John H. Sheehan, 112; Dave Montgomery, 115.
Third race, selling one mile. Rob
ert, Error, 95; X Oscuoro, 102; Way- mouth, 110; Charles
Green, Little
Marchmount, Xew Capital, 112; King
White, Setback, 115.
Fourth race, selling six furlongs.
X
97; X J. B. Robinson, 100;
X Serenade, 102;
Ed. Keck,
Light Knight, Pedro, 105; Faneuil
Hall, Angelus, 109; Frank G. Hogan,

PAINTING

Mirror Silvering,
Etching on Glass
and Brass

RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Agency

at

O. K. Barber Shop
O Brown, Agent.

SAXISFACTI0N

Mrs. F.

GUARANTEED

Phone Red No. 23.

PAUL P. LCASSACiNE,
305 San

LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Franciso Street.

Phone, Red No.

Try a New Mexican want
brings results.
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about the wonderful
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Oats succumbed to the downward
range of wheat ana corn. May startlower at
ed unchanged to

fr...

49

Provisions were weak. First sales
were 2
lower to 5c up with May
9.30 for lard and
10.05 for pork;
c

8.62
m

to

43
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brings

result.
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WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
A SUC
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE
PRICE FOR THE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.
Wood-Davi-

Phone

Hardware

s
If Its

14.

Hardware We Have

Co.

It

Phone 14

FRANK F. GORMLEY
-:-

-

-:-

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

-:-

-

-:-

-

We Start the NEW YEAR by jriven better values than ever,
:
:
:
:
:
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.

one-hal-

o

t,

115.

Fifth race,

selling,

six

furlongs.

X DeCesarion, 87; Defy, Ailsa Paige,
9; John Heck, 97: Tender Bloom. 107:
Juarez, 109; Black Domino, 110; Sir

Angus, Kuropatkin, Elder, 111 Mete,
Tom Franks, Swede Sam, Vovgorod,

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.

Phone Black 6619

436

Canon Road

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

i

.:

i

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

CO.

11.

Sixth race, selling, one mile. X Yankee Pooh, 100; X Anne McGee, Pipe
Vision, 101; Frog, Virginia Lindsey,
103; The Monk; Wicket, 105; Lena
Lech, Sona, Chanticlor,
106;
Zulu,
Hannis, Prince Winter, Gelico, 10S;
X Apprentice allowance.
DEAFNESS

CANNOT BE CURED.

as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
pAJ) CAIC
ALL

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Testique at a Bargain.

rUu J

by local applications,

which is nothing but an inflamed con-

dition of the mucous surfaces.

We will give One Hundred. Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

MEN AND

R M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

3oal

Wood

POSITIONS.

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protected positions in U. S. Civil Service.
More than 40,000 vacancies
lifetime
every year,
employment
Easy to get. Just ask for examination booklet
Njw Mexico Civil Service School, Albuquerque,

Lump

CERR1LLOS

all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindlin.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

JfeK'EXi.TSSf.
85

Telephone 85

LIVERY, STABLE
Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

A

9

Oail up "Phone

When in K'eed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

CARPENTERS

RATES

RIGHT.

MAKERS.

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

RATON
YANKEE

l Anthracite Goal

N. M., Box

J. P. Steed & Son
FURNITURE

WHOLESALE
Af D RETAIL

Screened

452.

AND CABINET

103

WANTED

WOMEN

FOR GOVERNMENT

Modern Residences for Rent.J

NEATLY

Bon Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

DONE

2

7--8

BASKET

i

II

ifl

FOR HORSE RACES
AT JUAREZ TOMORROW.

All Work Guaranteed

Pbone. Red

.xliLmi

115

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

Imperial Laundry

SIG N

hi

:

Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
sold throughout the world, a liberal sample
of each, with 32-book on the skin and
scalp will be sent free, on application to Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., Dept. 17A, Boston.

ENTR-c-

aiH&E&BiBAfiyP
THAIS

Mich., Mar. 16, 1911.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

1-

HLf off

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR

WOODY'S HACK

LIE

Prom

Phone us, we will be glad to call for
TAOS
BARRANCA
your laundry on Mondays and TuesSouth
La Salle
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both North
Fridays.
Trains.
Bounds
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed an
Telephone II.
north bound train and arrives at
the
extra
without
shirts
your
charge.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
at 7 p. m.
Taos
122
122
RED
RED
PHONE
PHONE
Regular Meals 25 cents.
miles shorter than any other
Ten
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
Good covered- hacks and good
way.
Honrs.
All
Orders
at
Short
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
dlML
Try a New Mexican want ad. li the surrounding tottna. Wire Embucto
French Noodle Order 20c.
6tatlon.
New York Chop Sue? Eta. brings results.

TO

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

Restaurant

-

MONDA

flA'M FE

Y.JANUARY 22, 1912.

MEXICAN, SAlvTA YE,

--

AT-

I
v

illii

This Reduction on al! Cut Glass Decorated China, Le&t&e Goods
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY.
Before the Taking of Inventory,

out of
kct steady. Territory and western
ducer, as a citizen, or as a human cial interests shall be driven
mediums 16lSc; fine mediums 15i
What the general welfare
being, is reduced by unjust or unfair politics.
Show the 17c;' fine 10(5 15c.
When Santa Fe Citizens
conditions .of life is an example of demands, the Progressive movement
Kansas City.
Way.
waste. Every mother, who from mis- proposes to get for the people.
Kansas City, Jan. 2.). Cattle ReThe Progressive movement, is an effortune or the high cost of living, is
AND
There can tie no Just reason why ceipts 10,000, including 300 southerns.
unable to bring up her children as a fort to make this country the best posny reader of this will continue to Market steady. Native steers $5.25((f
mother should; every wife upon whom sible place for men, women, and chilsuffer the tortures of an aching hack, 8: southern steers $4.756.30; southfalls the crushing burden of unprovid- dren to live and work iu. In its esthe annoyance of urinary disorders, ern cows and heifers $:!85; native Gif ford
ed widowhood; every husband who, sence it is a great moral movement.
Pinchot
Unites Those for
the dangers of serious kidney ills cows and heifers $.1f 6.25: stackers
the lack of a little margin, cm It recognizes that the rights of the
when relief is so near at hand and and feeders $4(a6; bulls $3.50ia.:t5;
Causes With Insurgent
be neither a good lather nor ti good poor are more sacred than the privi'teh most positive proof given that calves $4.508; western steers $4.75
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FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM- results for the longest time for all
our people is the idea upon which NaChicago, 111., Jan. 23. Wheat May,
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is a reliable family medicine. tUve it tional efficiency must of necessity he
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Corn May C6; July, 65
to your children and take it yourself based. The elTicient use of every reOats May, 49
July, 44
when you feel a cold coming on. It source, every institution, and every
Pork January, 15.60.
checks and cures coughs and colds agency for the general good is the
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and croup and prevents bronchitis great object of civilization.
The institutions and the policies of
For sale by all
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Wool.
social and civic life are useless exSt. Louis, Mo., Jan. 23. Wool mar- cept as they foster the efficiency and
the welfare of our people. That is
what they are for. We must make
land change laws, elect our officials
protect sound business, suppress or
tP.M.
regulate monopoly, revise the tariff,
and conserve our resources, always to
help the people, and nver for any
NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK
other purpose whatsoever. The great
test by wh.ch all measure and all
men should be tried is the welfare
'of the plain people. In the truest
- It
' it'
sense welfare and efficiency are the
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y
"
t"
same.
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Efficiency is the opposite of waste.
To attain efficiency, we must elimiNOW READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION.
nate waste. Were it not for the loss
well
and the waste of misdirected lives, of
You do not buy a suit every day, so you might just as
spiritual auu physical energy mis- a
fair
at
and
price.
have the right goods, the proper fit,
applied, of resources monopolized, of
ibad laws and imperfect institutions,
FORMER FORESTER GIFFORD PINCHOT.
there would be more than enough for
all to live in comfort, fair dealing, and
NO REASON FOR IT.
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term ho was a constructive statesman.
had ciiiie to believe deeply in the
So, long beProgressive movement.
fore me, had the man I am describing.
Our coalmen interest drew us togeth
er. With Louis Brandeis, an intimate
friend of both, we discussed
many
matters that concerned all three. As
time went on the future of the Progressive movement occupied ojr
more and more. It was not a
question of the Presidency, important
as that was and is, but. a matter far
more vital, the condition of the Progressive movement when the next
election should be over.
Were the
Progressive groups to disintegrate, or
to draw closer together? Was the
movement ivliich
conquering the
minds of rhe people so rapidly to have
a leader,
was it to lie scattered for
the lack i,f a man to follow? It. became very plain that the Progressive
movement could not be kept in efficient fighting condition without a candidate for the Republican Presidential nomination.
At that time the most we hoped to
accomplish was to prevent the nomination of a reactionary. We all believed that the maa who niflde the
i'iiit might win the fight for die
movement, but that he coilld not win
the nomination for himseir. At mat
lime it was clear to us all that the
man who went into this conflict as
U ader would have less chalice for the
nomination than he would if he kepi,
out of it.
know of my own knowledge that when the man of whom I
speak allowed his name to he used as
a candidate, he did not expect to win
the nomination and that is one rea
son why I know that he is fighting for i
i cause and a principle and not for
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Marriage License Granted A marriage license has been granted at Las
Vegas to Telesl'ora LSaca, aged IS, and
Francisco Ortiz, aged
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fortress.
1
have the great honor and the
e
u
j ilea-re of introducing to you
the candidate support ior the Republican Presidential nomination, Robert
.Marion La Follette, .of Wisconsin.
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Moved to Remodeled Building

C
SPRING AND
SUMMER

a man.
That, was the condition of affairs
some mom lis ago. Now we know that
the man who for the sake of
principle,
'.as willing to volunuer in a forlorn
hope has a "ood chance u capture the
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j

content.

If we could do away with waste, we
should have few of the civic and
social problems which trouble us to- day. Waste is our greatest peril, and
the elimination of waste, or the best
use of all we have for the best good
of all, is our fundamental task.
In all the great lines of National
life, we suffer too much from waste.
The needless destruction of our for- ests, the washing away of our richest
soils, the grabbing of water powers
jand coal by monopolistic special in-- I
terests, are merely examples of how
our natural resources are so wasted
as to contribute to the general welfare
far less than they should.
In the relations of tabor and capital
there is flagrant waste. The needless
loss from strikes and lockouts, the
unfair distribution of the products of
labor, the bitterness of the struggle
ior mere existence on too small a
wage, the disruption or degradation of
families by industrial accidents, the
of too long
deadening oppression
hours of work; all these waste tha
powers both of capital and of labor for
the common good.
the concentration and control of
wealth in a few hands, the unfair ad
vantages of the trusts in competition
or in monopoly, the discriminations
practised by great
corporations
against the people, all reduce effici
ency, and lead to waste
The waste in politics is worst ot all,
for it perpetuates all other wastes by
blocking the road to better thiir;s
The existence of the boss system, the
scandalous
alliance between
the
bosses and the special interests for
purposes of profit, the repudiation of
their own political integrity by th
rubber stamp voters, who follow cor
rupt leaders with blind obedience, the
exaltation of party above principle, all
these make for the waste and loss of
political power and popular rights,
and inevitably bring with them the
long train of evils in government with
which this country is but- too fa
miliar.
Every man whose value as a pro- -

j

-

can not stop until that task is accom
plished.
Unless the whole theory of demo
cratic government is wrong, for all
these wastes and losses, economic,
social, and political, there is a remed .'.
That remedy is not new, but es old as
the Declaration of Independence; not
strange, but as familiar as the Constitution; not difficult, but as simple and
direct as the right to vote. It lies in
the more intelligent and effective par
ticipation of the people in the control
of their own affairs. That is the purpose of the Initiative, Referendum, and
Recall, the Short Rallot, and the Dir
ect Primary each of them a weapon
in the hands of the voters.
The Progressive movement Is the
effort to apply in practice the propo
sition, long accepted in theory but in
fact denied, that, the general welfare
stands above and .beyond privilege,
profit and party.
It is the general welfare which de
mands that the natural resources shall
be conserved, that industrial slavery
shall cease, that the burden of indus
trial accidents shall not fall on the
widows and the orphans, that the
working days shall be of decent
length, that taxation shall not fall
heaviest on the poor, that justice and
control
the
not technicality shall
courts of law, that the representatives
oi the people shall obey the people
and not the bosses, rnd that the sp- -

little, began to drop into my office in
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Why S alves
theory of curSince the
has been
ing eczema bvthrough the blood
scientists, many different
given up betn
diseases.
skin
tried
for
salves have
these salves
Hut It has been found that
cannot
an.l
penetrate
the
pores
only elog
to the inner skin below the epidermis
where the eczema perms are lodged.
This the quality of penetralinssucthe tremendous
probably explains
cess of the well known liquid eczema
of
oil
wintersreen, thymol, glyremedy,
cerine, etc., as compounded in D.D.D.
Prescription.
We have sold other remedies for skm
CAPITAL PHARMACY,

STAY

own accord to help the Service, and
Before long
in that he stood alone.
his help began to count. Until that
time I had known him merely by reputation that he was a solitary man
in the Capitol, feared and disliked by
the old leaders; for he represented a
point of view which had many less
followers in the Senate then than it
has today. Even the men who should
have been his friends failed at first
to understa d him, and I was slow to
get his measure because I had been
prejudiced against him.
Gradually, however, the facts began
to appear. I watched his fights, and
saw that he had courage. I watched
the legislation he supported, and saw
that he nad common sense. I came
ito understand what he had done, and
saw that he was wise. As 1 learned
his point of view, I liked it, and I
found that he liked mine. On conmatters we were fully
servation
came to know him be$
agreed. As
ter, I found him as lovable as he was
strong. Then I began to ask h.s help,
and when I asked I got it, both tfl
light bad bills and to get good bills
passed. A little at a time I learned
his history, and that he could not be
driven from a position in which he believed, that nine times out of ten his
stand was exactly in the right, anu
and that in the broadest sense of the

troubles Tint none tbftt Wf can recommend as highly as this for we know that
D.D.D. stops the itch at once. We can
jrive you a trial size bottle for 25 cents
that will be enough to prove it.
Of course all other tlrusKists have
D.D.D. Prescription
go to them it you
enn't come to n;i but don't acrept some
substitute.
bis profit
T?ut If yon come to our store, we are
so certain of what D.D.R will do for you
full size bottle on
that we offer youTf avon
do not find that
this guarantee:
It takes away the Itch AX ONCE, it
costs vou not a csno.
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time do
man he was, just as if going to Suncision in the manner of reporting. day school and church, attending Ma- At First It Was Affected Unfavorably and in a welcoming address Gover- HIGH
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The rate in 1900 was 13.9 in 1907,
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of1 death from violence
states that with people. The trouble with his acbest in the nation.
Champaign, 111., Jan. 2d. A commit-the
or
homicide,
suicide
was
the case
The program calls for the consider- tee headed by W.
cusers is that they never "mix"; that (By Special leased Witu to Npw Mexican)
Park, vice presiaccidental
New York, Jan. 23. Although the ation of the proposed revision of the dent and
death is compiled under
most of them only "mix," with their
general manager of the
r
causes. Since there, are doubtless own peculiar class of human beings, stock market early in the day was af- insurance rates of the order and it is linois
Central, convened here today to
meny such cases in. which the death who never are seen in Sunday school, fected unfavorably by the heaviness expected this feature will be taken up
the
at
wreck
investigate
Kinmundy,
was in fact due to suicide, it is prob- church and other places of assembly of some of the leading issues, especi- later in the day.
111., which resulted in the deaths of J.
able that with increased precision of where liquid refreshments are not ally United States Steel and the Hill
SANTA FE, N. M. T. Harahan, F. O. Melcher,
GENERAL AGENTS.
E. B.
reporting the number compiled under served, and by the long habit of talk- shares, it displayed considerable un- IRISH UNIONISTS TO
E.
and
E.
Peirce,
to
Wright.
suicide would increase from year
FIGHT IRISH NATIONALISTS
ing among themselves about them- derlying strength and quotations stifyear.
selves get the idea that they, like the fened after the selling orders had been
JOHNNY COULON AND
Of the various means employed for tailirs of Tooley street, are the peo- cleared up.
Difference of Opinion Over Home Rule
SID SMITH ARE MATCHED.
purpose of suicide the most import- ple with whom one must mix in their
Heaviness of the Hill stocks pre- to
Mobilize
Compels England
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ant with the number of deaths for iirticuhvr nlace of loafing, in order svmably was due to profit taking and
Its Troops.
Chicago, Jan. 23. T. S. Andrews,
3ch, were: Firearms, 2,561; poison, to be a "mixer" and therefore fit for, tl,ese shares rose briskly when pres- AND
the Milwaukee promoter, today obtain2.456; and hanging or strangulation, success as an official, in business or in sure from this source was removed.
(By Special teased wire to New Mexican) ed the agreement of Johnny Coulon,
Others wene: Asphyxia, 941; politics.
1.265.
Belfast, Ireland, Jan. 23. Several
Bull operations were concentrated
inbantamweight champion of the world,
drowning) 517; cutting or piercing
Fortunately, Young America is be- to a large extent in Reading, which regiments of cavalry and infantry to- - to fight Sid Smith, the
from
high
flyweight, 112
were
its
struments, 514; jumping
to
new
is
hold
themselves
ordered
day
158
ideals;
up!
to
rose
having
ing
taught
thereby making
Now Under the Same Management.
The
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
at pound champion of England.
places, 137; crushing, SS, and other eyes opened to the fact that decency more than its dividend of 1
which in readiness to come to Belfast
contest
will be for twenty rounds bemeans. 81.
inwith
"mix"
sh0T'
can
in
one
of
t
that
the
notice,
consequence
came off the price today. Western
always pays;
fore the club offering the best p arse.
Suicide by firearms is the only one men in church, Sunday school, lodge issues were in moderate demand. "named stage ot passion
GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
awakened
The
only
of the various specified methods of rooms where no booze is handed out, Union Pacific sold a point above its among both Nationalists and Union
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
which shows an inists by the announcement of the RESULT OF RACES ON
just as well as in saloons or booze earlier low level.
JUAREZ
TRACK
TODAY.
creased death rate in 1910 over 1909. ilubs. It should be the privilege of
demonstrations
coming
were
Bonds
concerning
steady.
THOS. DORAN,
of
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Large Sample Rooms.
Tn the lntter var the number
every man to live his life as he choos- Some of the specialties responded home rule.
23.
Mex..
Jan.
Juarez,
Weather
was
100,000
.
.
.
The
maneuver
population
deaths per
of the Unionists in
l.
to pool manipulation but the general
lung eo " vi w
clear, track fast. First race, one mile
as against 4.8 in 1910.
the rights of others or make a spec- railroad list was
threatening to blockade Ulster Hall, Don Diego, 112;
and
slightly
quieter
the
Taplin 7 to 1, first.
and
Tmmher
suicides
of
The
where the home rule demonstration is
tacle of himself by his debauchery off from the best.
Onatassa, 115, Estep 6 to 1,, seuond.
rate per 100,000 population in the and drunkenness. If a man chooses
to
take
incensed
Lib
has
the
place,
Dullness was accompanied by lower
107, Gross 10 to 1, third. Time
death registration states separately 10 UO niS "mixing Willi uuuuiuy
erals and Nationalists and trouble Mamac,
i
tho aftorn,,
Amrian
1:40. Skillute, Dottie B., Velsini,
. nr..,
,
looms up distinctly.
were: California, 69G deaths, or 29.0 the saloon, the club, at the street. L . .
,j
auu wttsitiu i muu, bum.
i
Heretic, Judith Page, Sam Barber, Loper 100,000 population, in 1910, as corner, that is his business; if he a tjieimuue,
below yesterday's closing.
point
mond, ran.
1909,
30.6
in
or
&
MODERATE
VOLUME
OF
compared with 706,
decides to do it in the homes, the
The market closed easy.
Colorado. 167, or 20.8 in 1910, and church, the Sunday school, the lodge
IN
WOOL.
BUSINESS
1 n 1 1. i
t
ri i - I :
j. : tsi-hui at ujiu
EXECUTIVE CALLS
Speculation came almost to a standrurnKoeo rooms in cunnetuun.
Dams, ciecirit ugius
177, or 22.7 in 1909; Connecticut, 200, room, that is his
business; if he still as the session ended. When the
ON
EXECUTIVE.
or 17.9 in 1910, and 232, or 21.1 in chooses to spend his spare time
Values Are Advancing But Trading is
G. LUPE HERRERA, Proj
222 San Francisco Street
::
realizing sales invited by the rise in
Below
1909; Indiana, SSI, or 14.1 in 1910, "chewing" the rag with those idling
of
That
Considerably
to
and
other
stocks
Continued
began
from
Reading
One.
or
Page
85,
and 414, or 15.4 in 1909; Maine,
Last Month.
in public places, that is his lookout; make an
impression on prices, pool
11.4 in 1910, and 97, or 13.1 in 1909; if he chooses to spend some time in
suswere
in
other
and retail business. The agent is F.
quarters
operations
Maryland, 134, or 10.3 in 1910, and studious retirement, in the company pended and the market fell into a rut. (By Special Leased vVire to New Mexican) S.
Riggs of Cloudcroft. The concern
23.
A
moderate
Jan.
is
in
Massachusetts,
13.4
Boston,
1909;
Mass.,
or
that
and
his
books,
172,
of his family
in the active stocks were volume of business is
is
Changes
at $20,000, divided into
13.0
capitalized
or
and
transact
429,
1910.
in
12.6
is
being
square, small.
427, or
his privilege. As long as he
ed in domestic wool, although
the 2,000 shares, worth $10 a share at
in 1909: Michigan, 386, or 13.7 in 1910, upright and performs his duty as an
For hlr at papular prlot Buggies and aaddl horaaa.
Closing Quotations.
tiading is considerably below that of par. The paid up capital is given as
and 313 or 11.3 in 1909; Minnesota, official or a businessman, as a man
23. Call money
New
Jan.
THEODORE CORilCK,
:
BACK LINE
York,
A
of
$o,200.
certificate
CttRICK'S
last month. Prices hold firm and
242. or 11.6 in 1910,
to man, that long he is deserving of 2
Sil3
Pirme
holders say there will be no shading. was filed with the corporation papers.
Black 132.
Phana
in 1909: Montana, 81, or 21.4 in 1910. success and is apt to win success. ver 571-4- ; Mexicanpaper
dollars 47; Cop- Fine wools are in
moderate demand The names, postoffice addresses of
in 1909: New Hamp- But you know, and I know, that for
Tin 41.7542.25; Lead but the values
per
13.7014;
or
in
and
60,
1910,
are advancing to equal the incorporators and subscribers to
shire 54, or 12.5
boy and your boy, and for your 4.404.50; Amalgamated 64
my
the capital stock and the number of
Sugar ize the rise in coarser grades.
11.0 in 1909; New Jersey 436, or 17.1 girl and my girl, we would prefer that 1151-4- ;
Atchison 1061-4- ; Great Northin original bags sells from shares held by each are as follows:
Territory
in 1910, and 425, or 17.2 in 1909: New they do their mixing in the places ern 1311-2- ;
New York Central 108; 13 to 21c.
Scoured, fine staple terri H. O. Riggs, Mayhill, 50 shares, $500;
"York, 1 532, or 16.7 in 1910, and 1,569, that the
"good mixer" does Northern Pacific 118
ex- Reading
61 to 62c.
North
(only
all.
Carolina,
Texas wool C. E. Smith, Cloudcroft, 50 shares,
tory
1909:
17.5
in
brings
at
or
not often visit if he visits them
.
1101-2- ;
.
157; Southern Pacific
div.,
80
$r.00; F. S. Riggs,
of
Cloudcroft,
a
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municipalities having
Decency is never a handicap!
oieei oo
luiuu racuic vt
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shares, $800; A. J. Swope, Cloudcroft,
1.000 or over in 1900), 26, or 7.2, non111
50 shares, $500; Mrs. A. J.
ALL EXPLOSIONS TOOK
Swope,
registration in 1909; Ohio, 679, or 14.2
L.
L.
GOOD ADVERTISEMENT.
PLACE NORTH OF OHIO. Cloudcroft, 50 shares, $500;
in 1910, and 689, or 14.6 in 1909:
CANADIAN
GOVERNMENT
GIVES
Makes Men's Fine
10 shares, $100; W.
Goss,
Cloudcroft,
and
12.7
in
1910,
or
975,
Pennsylvania
Santa Fe seems much nearer and
MEXICO
HUNCH
ANOTHER
E. Merill, Cloudcroft, 30 shares, $300;
i;
Was
Yet, C. M. Bobo of Tennessee,
951, or 12.6 in 1909: Rhode Island SO, closer to Central America than it did
John Smith, Cloudcroft, 50 shares,
or 14.7 in 1910, and 76, or 14.3 in 1909; before the establishment of the Wants Former .President of United
Important Witness Before the
V
10
$500; J. C. Walker, Cloudcroft,
4
in School of American Archaeology. The
South Dakota was
Dynamite Grand Jury.
Be
Given
to
Banking
Company
$100:
Lee Walker, Cloudcroft,
shares,
1910, but there were 52, or 9.2 in 1909: old city's intellectual and human horiJSBOE MANUFACTURERS
20 shares, $200: C. E. Bass, Cloudcroft
Speedy Trial.
(By Special Leased Wire t" New Mexican!
zon has widened very much since the
Utah, 40, or 10.7 in 1910,
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 3. C. M. Bo lo shares, $100; A. C. Bass, Cloudin 1909; Vermont 47, or 13.2 creation of that school by Dr. Edgar
iBv Special TLeasen Wire tn TTew Mexican) bo,
of, Tullahoma, Tenn., testified in croft, 10 shares, $100; C. F. Bass,
in 1910, and 57, or 10.1 in 1909; Wash- L. He weft and the outside world is
Mexico City, Mex., Jan. 23 Efforts
10 shares, $100; Nadine
ington 230, or 19.9 in 1910, and 213, recognizing this. Hardly a day elapses are being made by attorneys repre- the Federal investigation of the dyna Cloudcroft,
or 22.3 in 1909; and Wisconsin 331, but. that some newspaper of conse- senting the Canadian government to mite conspiracy today after he had Riggs, Cloudcroft, 25 shares, $250; K.
or 14.2 in 1910, and 304, or 13.1 in quence does not have an editorial af- expedite the trial of George I. Ham, volunteered his presence. Although it S. Weems, Cloudcroft, 10 shares, $100;
li;09.
ter the manner of the following clip- a Canadian who was formerly presi- was pointed out that none of the 100 Elihu Joy, Cloudcroft, 10 shares,
$100.
Pa., dent of the United States Banking explosions under investigation occurAmong those states the highest ped from the South Bethlehem,
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Mexico,
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The expedition of Edgar L. Hewett in prison since his arrest cn Febru- 't,'Qi C'lirl iy
givcu iiuym-iaiand
Colorado
Washington.
behalf
in
Montana,
cf Santa Fe to Guatemala
1910, on a charge of breach of idence. Ortie McManigal the confess
20,
ary
The lowest rate, North Carolina ex- of the Archaeological Institute and trust. He is alleged to have been re- ed dynamiter, later again testified.
VERY PAH HAS THIS
3ur $4 Shoe Equals Any
at sponsible lor the failure of the bank.
It was decided today not to return
cluded, was shown by Maryland. Oth- School of American Archaeology
Jther$5ShoeMade
er states with lower rates were, Utah, Santa Fe, reminds one of the archae-oiogie- Statements that a demand has been McManigal to
Angeles urftil after
In 1910, the
88ure Griffith's
treasures still awaiting the made for the release of Ham are de- the work here is completed.
Maine, and Minnesota.
rate increased in Michigan, Pennsyl- determined investigator between the nied by the British minister.
WE WA8RAKT THEM
vania, Rhode Island and Wisconsin Rio Grande and Panama. At the place
CABINET OF PREMIER
60
Increases occurred in 1910 in the where Mr. Hewett is excavating
CANALEJAS HAS RESIGNED,
MAN, WIFE AND
rates in 13 of the other states in miles inland, in the valley of the
BABY FOUND DEAD.
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vc.lved.
civi
are
of
relics
the Maya
Coolness With King Alfonso Over Par
Metagua
For the cities the highest rates lization similar to those hidden away Had Been Living in Squalor and on
to do its best work?
don of Revolutionists is the
were those of. first, San Francisco, in the jungles of Yucatan, and there
of Starvation Past Few
Cause.
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23.
Madrid, Jan.
Premier CanaleMr. Hewett thinks that the very pal
Terre Haute, Ind., Jan. 23. William jas' cabinet virtually has resigned. It body.
A bill has been introduced
in Con- ace he is uncovering may hold the H. McVey, his wife and his baby were is understood that the contemplated
Feed your brain right and
in retirement of the ministry is due to
off
gress "to repay the state of Arizona for key to the mystery of a dead and found dead today at Taylorville,
have taken a step forward.
the furnishing of the Capitol at Phoe- buried civilization, and it is part of a hovel where they lived in squalor. the coolness of King Alfonso in his you
nix, using for that purpose the unused his task to impart to those who Work The screams of a stepdaughter, Ger audience with Premier Canalejas in
balance of $100,000 appropriated for with him the same inspiring expecta trude Phelps, 20 years old, attracted regard to the commutation
of the
the attention of neighbors, who called death sentences pronounced on the
Grape-Nut- s
holding the constitutional convention tion.
The more we probe into the relics the police. The gir Iwas hysterical revolutionists involved in the murder
and elections. Here is a chance for
New Mexico to get a hold of some $13, of the Aztecs in Mexico and the Incas and so far has been unable to throw of a judge and the wounding of sev
FOOD
eral court oilicials at Cullera, in the
000 it might
use in running the in Peru, the greater Is our admiration any light on the deaths.
No marks of violence are visible province of Valencia, last September,
new state, for that is the sum cov of what the aboriginal American was.
made of wheat and barley,
It be on any of the bodies and only discol- ered into the federal treasury by Ter and what he accomplished.
mais rich in brain-buildinritorial Secretary Jaffa as the unused comes increasingly apparent that he orations about the mouths, furnish a FORT PASSES FROM
MILITARY TO MEDICAL USE. terial, such as Phosphate of
balance Irorn the constitutional con had won his upward way to a high theory for the deaths.
He was in his
The McVey family had been de
vention. New Mexico, too, furnished a degree of civilization.
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a
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Democrats
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be
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not
bill
introduced in the revolution in Ecuador,
have been to establish a state tuberculosis sanito
determine state legislature for the completion
mary among themselves
signed by the leaders of the federal tarium on the fort's site.
i- fwhom they will vote for in the legis- o' the auto highway iroai naton to troops and revolutionists at Guaya
One company of cavalry, the Third,
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Abbott is expected home from Denver t'oday.
John Stafford and M. E. Dodge liv
erymen of Espanoia, are guests at the
C.

,i

Incorporated 1903.

W. D. Shea of the D. & It. G..
r
this afternoon from a business
tr.p to El Paso, Texas.
Attorney Elfego Baca, of Albuquer- que, arrived in Santa Fe last evening
and registered at the Palace.
W. C. Black, division superintend;
ent of the Postal Telegraph Company,
will arrive tonight from Las Vegas.
Mrs. R. S. Garcia, who conducts the
general store and post office at Pinos
wells, lorrance county, is a visitor
in the city and a guest at the Coro-nadre-fo-

GOING AT COST
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Ladies',
Misses' and
Children's
Suits and Coats.

Tailor-Mad- e

PAGE FIVE

j

A moment

Business

M.

States land commissioner, came In GRACE GREEN ROOSEVELT
NEVER HAD PICTURE TAKEN,
yesterday from Santa Fe and 'will re ., u.- .turn to the Ancient City this evening
on train No. 9. Las Vegas Optic.
She is on Her Way to Oyster Bay
F It. Frankenberser, the genial
With Patents to Meet Grand- father for First Time.
postmaster of Espanoia nd the mana

PERSONAL MENTION

ger of the Espanoia Mercantile Company, arrived in the city yesterday afternoon and registered at the Palace.
James T. Worthington, of the I)e
partment of the Interior at Washington, D. C, arrived in the city last
night and is transacting business fo''
the government at the federal building today. He came here from Denver.
John V.Conway, county school superintendent, returned from a visit to
the four schools at Agia. Fria yester-day, and left for an inspection of the
schools of Madrid and Cerrillos this
'
morning.
Reed Hollomn, who was a candidate
judge of the District Court, a
rived in the capital last nieht from
Tucumcari and is a guest at the Pal- ace. He was a member of the constitutional convention.
Mine Inspector Jo E. Sheridan will
leave this evening tor the northern
part of the territory. Mr. Sheridan
is an applicant for appointment as
state mine inspector and there is no
man in the Southwest more capable
for the place.
James Whitcomb Riley, the famous
"Hoosier Poet" and whose poems the
world over are read possibly more
than any others, will make Roswell
an extensive visit, and possibly locate
in this wonderful Italian cliln"?. Roswell Daily .Record.
B. B. De Crevecouer and
C.
T.
jonnson, of the Indian Service, left
the city this morning for the San' Ilde-- I
fonso pueblo in the Espanoia valley,
where the Indians are holding the
"Buffalo Dance" today. They will see
that no one treats the "buffaloes" to

'

Money Given Away!
If you will look in at OUR SPECIAL SALES
COUNTER this week, you will acknowledge as

(By Pppcial I..ised

W ire to NVn- - Mesicani
Chicago, 111.. Jan. 2:!. .Miss Grace
Green Roosevelt who hails from California and who is six months old, if
was learned here last night, lias never had a picture taken.
During her stay here yesterday
with her parents, she held to her record much to the discomfiture of many
newspaper photographers.
Miss Grace is on her way to Oyster Bay to see her grand parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt.
The
reason given for her never having a
picture taken is that her father,
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., was anxious
that his father should not know whom
she most resembled until he saw thej
baby herself.
Roosevelt, Jr., remarked to the
newspaper men w ho wanted to see
her features -- that she looked just like
a regular baby."

much. Our profits are sacrificed to make room
for SPRING GOODS that will soon begin to
arrive. We are making a clean up now on
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Second Vice President F. O. Melcher!
Had Promised to Return to
Denver to Finish.
Bv Special Lmsrf TVlre to New Mexican!
I. Sparks, former manager of the
Denver, Colo., Jan. 2". A game of
local telephone plant, left the city yesgolf, begun a year ago, must forever
for
Denver
where he will
terday
remain unfinished as a result of the
spend the next few days transacting
railroad wreck at Kinmundy,
Ills.,
business.
yesterday, in which F. O. Melcher lost
Theodore Espe, special land agent
his life.
'with headquarters at Santa Fe, was
It was a game between the late sec
in the city last Saturday in the inter-ond vice president of the Rock Island
est of the government. Roy Spanish- railroad, and George W. Martin, genAmerican.
eral agent of the road in this terriJames Handless, the advance agent
tory.
for the "Missouri Girl," a comedy
and
Eighteen holes were played,
that will be seen next Monday night fire water.
the contestants tied. They played an-- !
B.
County
Hill is in other hole, and
Surveyor
at the Elks' theatre, is a guest at the town
again were tied.
from Stanley and filed his oath
Coronado.
Both had engagements, and it was
of office and bond. Mr. Hill is a fordecided to play off the game on Mr.
.Ed Lujan, formerly of Las Vegas, mer coal
miner who established sev
now a resident of Santa Fe, passed
Melchcr's next visit to Denver.
eral
for taking the largest
records
It had been his custom to spend
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
ot coal out of a mine in Illi-- ,
several weeks of each summer here.
his way from Denver to the Capital amount
nois and also in New Mexico. He is
City. Las Vegas Optic.
at
in the Stanley valKENT COPPER APPOINTED
Professor Harrington, K. M. Chap- ley.present farming
TRAFFIC SUPERINTENDENT
man, Artist Fleischer of the School of
Bank Examiner John .Toerns left
American Archaeology, left for
hi st
via
French and the Former Associated Press Correspondevening
this morning to make records Dawson line for Tucumcari
expecting
ent at Denver is Advanced to
of the Buffalo Dance.
to arrive there this evening: to fake
High Place.
ai
mineral inspector tor charge of the International Bank of
Special Leased Wire to New MoxTcan)
the general land office, departed last Commerce, of which former Postmas-nigh- t (By
New York, Jan. 21!. Kent Cooper
for Gallup where he will spend ter E. A. Carter is
president and wis today appointed traffic superin
teveiai weeks inspecting
the coal which has $141,000 of individual de-- i tendent of the Associated Press,
with
nelds of that section.
and immediate jurisdiction over all leased
pesits, $10,000 state deposits
B. F. Pankey, state senator-elect- ,
$S,000 county deposits,
w'l'cs in the service and with headand Mrs. Pankey. left, the citv this!
in New York, to be effective
quarters
jmorning in their motor car for San CANADIAN VISITORS IN A
on February 1.
Ildefonso where they will witness the
WHIRL OF SOCIAL PLEASURES.
dance given by the Indians of the
WOMAN'S BOARD OF
pueblo.
Duke of Connaught and Family to
TRADE ELECTS OFFICERS.
Mateo Lujan,
assistant
United
Spend Five Days as Guests of
The Woman's Board of Trade met
the Reids in New York.
yesterday afternoon et the Library
and elected officers for the ensuing
l
Leased
to
Wire New Mexican I
(Bv Specia
Mrs.
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
New York, Jan. 23 The Duke of year. The new o..icers are:
EveMrs.
Artlv.ir
Seligman,
president;
Connaught;, Canada's governor genDandruff, falling hair and baldness eral, with the Duchess of Connaught, lyn Crichton, first vice president;
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, tlieif daughter, Princess Patricia, and Mrs. H. S. Kaune, second vice presifacial lines, absolutely removed. All the vice-regsuite, arose to a day dent; Mrs. A. J. Fischer, third vice
Mrs. A. J. Chapman, seckinds of hair work done.
of social and sightseeing engagements president;
MRS'. R. I nPF7.
ai ranged for the second day of the retary; Miss E. Manderfield. treas- ft
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St. five days visit to New York.
urer; Mrs. C. E. Bishop, correspondft
Ambassador and Mrs. Whitelaw ing secretary.
Reid gave a luncheon today in honor
ft
of their guests and tonight there was
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
a dinner on the program at the Reid
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Druggists refund money if
by a musicale and a Tablets.
KAL1NE
H.
GO. house, followed with
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S siglarge reception
dancing.
The Duke will leave here Thursday nature is on each box. 25c.
morning for Washington to call on
President Taft, after which the govSafe
ernor general will be entertained at
dinner by Ambassador Bryce.
Roosevelt a Guest.
New York, .Tar. 23. At the luncheon at the Reid residence today Theodore Roosevelt was among the guests.
After the luncheon he stayed for some
Season
The One Best Bet
time talking with the ducal party.
HENRY BLOSSOM'S MASTERPIECE
UNTANGLING BOOKKEEPING
The January Breakfast Menu
METHODS OF PACKERS.
is hardly complete without
Everywhere the First
Buckwheat Cakes and Maple
National
Tells
of
Number
of
Company
Under
the Wire
We have the Genuine New
Cattle Killed Each Month
York (First Prize) Buckwhe'.t
and Test Cost.
Flour in bulk. If you prefer
iBv Special Leased True to .'ew Mexican!
g,
we recomthe
Chicago, 111., Jan. 2?,. District At
mend
torney James H. Wilkerson today con-- i
tinued the task of untangling the cotn-- j
plicated bookkeeping methods of the
packers on trial for alleged criminal
violation of the Sherman law, with a
In
jview of showing a similarity of sys
Packages.
tems in figuring the test cost of beef.
People on the Stage
William E. Weber, general auditor of
the National Packing Company, was
It goes with a racer's triumphon the stand and read into the record
ant rush, and you say it is
the company's monthly statement of
"MONARCH" BRAND
cattle killed, the test cost of beef, and
the Greatest of all
Packed at Burlington, Vermont. the allowances made for
Racing Plays
The witness read entries from the To Be Presented Here with the
Also have
Original
stock
showing the National
Kirke LaShelle Production
" CANE AND MAPLE SYRUP." Packingledger
Company paid $540,8889.13
for the Colorado Packing and ProviONLY COMPANY
sion Company.
SANTA CRUZ (HONEY,
That has ever played this FasTWENTY-SEVEHURT IN
In Comb er Strained.
cinating Character Comedy,
WRECK IN CANADA.
including
i

to

PERCALES,

PLAIDS

FATAL WRECK STOPPED

IS

RAMPIMPS

p

,

your Spring Sewing. Many
new suggestions here.

MfcuALLlOnS,
TRIMMINGS,

"C-B- "
A LA SPIRITE CORSETS are giving such
unbounded satisfaction, we have decided to close out at once all
odds and ends of the JacksonsPrices speak for themselves :

AS OUR

-

Corsets that
Corsets
Corsets

-

we sold for $1.25
"
1.75
"
2.00

now going at $ .80
"
1.00
"
1.25

at 15 cents.
to sell
any of these yon have got to hurry.

A few WAISTS

If

to-d- ay

you want

j

..

j

SWEATERS

-

L.

V

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.

The PRICE MAKER of the City.

j

::::::

5ELGMAN
P.O. Box, 219.

BROS

Tlde-fons-

COMPAN
Phone 36

ir,

j

HOMES FOR SALE

j

SI

WANTED

Maniucring,

FURNISHED HOUSES

FOR RENT
O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY

REAL

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

showing of Embroideries for Spring

ADVANCE Batiste

and Swiss Flouncings,

Bandings.
Toile-du-Nor-

Amoskeag

d,

All

All-ove-

rs

fresh, new goods.

and Zephyr Ginghams

Particularly Suited for Wash Dresses at the

f

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

ELK'S THEATRE

Buckwheat Cakes and

Tuesday, January23

THE GIFT STORE
EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

S
f.
L

Pay us

K

a visit ere making your selection.

always as low as the lowest.

Our prices are

I MMjmbH! C. YONTZ,

Self-Risin-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

no
LL

rajs

You pay for,

100

Pure Maple Syrup

3

3

3

3C

3C

3C

3S

SC

FINE DRESS SILKS
SEE DISPLAY

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Petticoats $2.65

All Silk

Up

X

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

GOODS

CO.

ft
ft
ft
ft

B!mMijiiMgiaaiiiMW?t

White Enamel

Bed

Furniture

Room

Had one in the window and sold it within

three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE

SWELLEST FURNITURE

YOU

BUY.

CAN

j
j

j

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

$g

Special Leased Wire to wew Mexican)
Cote, Saskatchewan, Jan. 23. Twenty-seven
persons were injured when
the Canadian Northern Railway's Edmonton to Winnipeg Express went
over an embankment
here today.
Cote is 273 miies northwest of Winni
peg

(Br

H.

5.

KAUNE

5

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

PROFIT ON THE

1

5

3C

3fi

M.

N.

ft
ft
ft

Two-Poun-

t

u&f

Si X

Santa Fe,

Maple Syrup

Aunt Jemima's

I

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

8

5.

--

JULIUS H. GERDES
ACHi QTHDP
1
WrYOl
J VfvCr) San Francisco St.

JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, MANAGER,

Massaging,

,

1

We are offering two COMPLETE MODERN
HOMES in State Capital at exceptional prices.
It will pay you to make inquiry about them.

LAMP-I- TS

DAVE BRAHAM
In Mis Original Role of

"PUSH" MILLER
Prices 75c, $1.00

&

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

$1.50

Seatson Sale at Fischer's Drug Store on
Saturday, January 20.

Phone. Black 204.

::::

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
by having it right where
are using it. it save
your light
and
EYES. Our display
are

on
you
bill
SAVES THE
rooms
open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and cudenc Lamps that can be seen
we
sell
will
them right. Get away from
anywhere, and
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the
vimUm light, and better looking than anything you can get:

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET

415

t

Palace Avenue.

Si
TS

o
3

J
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CRITICAL TIME

St, Louis Rockv Mi
Pacific

In effect Dec, 3lst

(Read Dowal
1

pm

19

,

From 40 to 50 Years of Age.
People Can Do Much Better
How It May Be Passed
in New Mexico Than on
in Safety.
Pacific Coast
Odd, Va.: "I am enjoying better
1

(Read Up)

1911

STATIONS

Miles

: io

OF WOMAN'S LIFE

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

How The Body Kills Germs.

WILLARD VALLEY

20

Lv.. Des Moines. N. W...Ar
Kuinaldo

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

health than I have for

00
60
30
15
05
45
25
55

20 years, and

...

1

11

Y.JANUARY 22, 1912.

PROFESSIONAL

the white corpuscle
Germs that get into the body are killed in two vays-hy
substance that is in the blood. Just what this
of the blood, and by a
The blood of a health v person always bas some
Lnn
t
j
I
in it to ward off the attack of disease. The fountain head
7,1 lib, L the stomach.
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who f
find that his blood has become weat
does not properly digest his food will soon
and insufficiently nourand impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly
ished To put the body n healthy condition, to feed thein system on rich, red blood
the past forty years has
the body, nothing . .........
and throw out the poisons from
I
"..1.1..
miri,
v -ur. rierce uuiuch
excelled r.
'vj.lu.of IlicnnvMV
.j.. . : , agolden
bloodroot,
glyceric extract (without alcohol),
seal and Oregon grape root, stone root, mandrake and
queen's root with block cherrybark.
and
"Mv husband was a sufferer from stomach trouble
Mas. James II. Mautis. of FrankImpure "uhid." writes
form
would
had a sore on his face that
fort Kv
which would dry and drop off in about a month then
form.
It continued this way
would
immediately
another
remedy that any one would
tinw. He tried
for a
oS but
tried hr. .Pierce's
'lie
then
no
found
relief,
Ho
Golden Medical Discovery which completely cured him
I recommend this
ha stayed cured now for two years, and
valuable medicine for impurities of the blood.
Dr. Pierce's IMeasnnt Pellets regulate and invigorate
tiny granules.
stomach, liver and bowels,
J. H. Martin. Esq.

CURDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

germ-kitlin- z

Company.

Railway

MONDA

it.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.
17-1- 8

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-nt-La-

believe I can safely
Practice in tje Distrl t Court as
COST OF IRRIGATION LOWER
say now that I am a
well as before the Supreme Court ot
16
was
well
woman.
I
20
the territory.
25
reared on a farm and
31
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
had allkindsof heavy Santa Fe May Some Day Be as
1
42
1 SO
49
work to do which
as Los Angeles
Large
10 15
2 3U
E. C. ABBOTT
caused the troubles
Is To day9 49
Clifton House N' M....
2 47
that came on me laAttorney-at-LaS 32
SPreaton
4o
8 07
ter. For five yeaM
8 55
Kootoler Junction.
Practice in the District and Su55
3 45
9 06 1.
Willard, N. M. January 29.
2
Koehier
during the Change of
Courts.
preme
Prompt and' careful
8 20
S. Spore, a gentleman who owns
Life I was not able
tOolfax
68
4 16
all business.
to
attention
given
02
8
Oerrososo
76
4 43
to lift a pail of wa- about S00 acres of land two miles
7 45
New Mexico
Lv
Banta Fe,
82
Ar
Cimarron
6 00
t
last
Willard
6
35
was
in
hemor
m
had
I
ter.
a
of
Ar
Cimarron
Estancia,
Lv
10
8 27
"
Nash
8 18
from
and
I
weeks
rhages which would last for
Friday morning, just returning
6 17
Hnrlan
5 M
G. W. PR1CHARD
been for
6 00
Ct-was not able to sit up in bed. I suffered California, where he had
94
Ar
S 45
Park, N. M...LV
pun
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
a great deal with my back and was so some time visiting a cousin and inPractice in all the Dhtrlct Court
irtConnects at Colfax with E. V. & S W. Ry. train both North and South. nervous I could scarcely- sleep at night, vestigating irrigation, especially
!. M.
and
for
at
do
housework
three
M..
not
from
meets
X.
trains
water
did
gives special titictiCiun to cases
I
Preston,
and
Van
for
any
Houten,
Stage
rigation by pumping
before the Territorial Supreme Court
iDailv exceut Sunday.
He is very much interested
'Daily except Saturday.
wells.
years.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa K M.
Ktaze leaves I;te Park. X. M.. for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
"Now 1 can do as mucn work as in this matter of water supply tor irturers, no triflers need apply; only
A Leap Year Venture.
any woman of my age in the county, rigation and has contributed liberally
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $U.o0 round trip; fifty pound
those of genuine tterling character,
Chicago, 111., Jan. 20, 1911.
C. W. Q. WARD
thanks to the benefit I have received towards demonstrating that there is
carried free.
irrespective of age and religion,
To the New Mexican:
of
Territorial District Attorn y
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 P. la., ar from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable an
underground
supply
man.
a
ample
mar
or
make
which
never
The "Ankh" which is the oldest
Counties
Compound. I recommend your remedies water in thi3 valley fo rthe process of
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
credential must be ex- For San Miguel and Mora
Highest
F. M. WILLIAMS,
to all suffering women. "Mrs. martha irrigation.
I . c. WHITE
New Mexico.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
From his personal ou emblem in the world for "Good Luck" changed before acceptance of a mem- Lu Vegas,
G. P. Agent L. Holloway, Odd, Va.
V. P. G. M.,
Suoerintendent.
servation of the well sunk east oi
been adopted by a club of cul ber. The object of this club is purely
No other medicine for woman s ills has
HARRY D. MOULTON
women a social one, for the cultivation of
his land in an attempt Ujtlirori ,1rnrressive. Chicago
d
and unquali tancia near
received such
ne
of extend- desirable acquaintances: if this leads
artesian
water,
develop
purpose
for
the
pleasant
other
of
no
know
We
fied endorsement
that a few feet deeper would ing their acquaintanceship during the,t!) matrimony well and good if not.
medicine which has such a record ot
Attorney-at-Laan artesian flow; in
have
developed
lucky year of 1912. The circle oiino wrong will be done; however, the
success as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
feet,
of
about
50
and
a
at
accord
depth
the
for
full
in
fact,
closed
are
present,
lady originators
Vegetable Comrjound. For more than 30 there was a flow of water but. not suf ladies is
by
consists only of high class women be- with the sentiment impressed
years it has been the stanaara remeay ficient in nuantity for irrigation
and
Santa Fe, N. M.
fifty Priscilla when she said to John Alden:
tween the aces of twenty
lor woman s ins.
Los
he visited
Angeles,.
this
have
ot
On
them
women
trip,
Most
of
is
the
Special Agent, G. L. O.
fate
Formerly
it
"For
ye&TS
flfty
Tf von have the slightest doubt
San Bernardinoj voted their lives so far to the
Diego, Fresno,
to be patient and silent, to wait Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Long
that Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegeta
Anaheim
aml! education of others,
Ana, Long Beach,
like a ghost tnat is speechless
ble Compound will iiesn you, w mo
Mr. Spore is a vr0Vn,ent
Chas. R. Easley
.n manv instances negiecting their "Till some questioning voice dissolves Chaa. F. Easley.
to Lydia K.i'inKnam mwuciuc v. e.. and other places.
ni ass., ior
the the spell of its silence.
close observer, a good thinker, and
EASLEY & EASLFY.
B0Cja
especially
progress,
(confidential) Lynn,will
be opened, ar. interesting conversationalist, and
Your letter
of a bioad acquaintance Hence in the inner life of so many
Attorneys at Law.
read and answered by a woman, being directly interested, his obser- -- cumvation
Now they
T&Xy Sex
Practice in ib courts ana befort
excellent women
(he
confidence.
in
strict
inheld
and
vFtions are valuable to the people
bil,.H tn talje a forward step Sunless and silent and deep, like sub- Land Department
USE
terested in the development of tmsijn their ovvn behalf by inviting a
terranean rivers,
Land grants and titles examined.
In a
as well as interesting.
of "Knights" to join the Running through caverns of darkness, Banta Fe, N. M., branch Office EstanSHE DRANK NO BOOZE;
number
said
.
he
writer
, dj
SMOKED NO CIGARETTES. conversation with the
cirrie. They extend the call
unheard, unseen, and unmeasured.
cia, N. M.
he had no objection to the use ot nisonly for. it has been re This is not right, is not just, is not
wegterners
uuThis Seemed So Unusual in Society name or the publication ot ms
to the best that is in them.
that wavy of them are doomed
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
homeless Let us. then be what we are, and
Circles of Pittsburg, That Mil- - .. servations, or ideas of irrigation, or
0veless,
Attorncys-at-Law- .
.
,
had
gained,lionaire Married Her.
other information that he
t fin(j suitable
Practice in all the Courts and, Be
speak what we think, and in all
if it would be beneficial to the peo- companions in their limited environ
fore the Interior Department.
things
23. If
roil p'e, or contribute, in any way, to the ment, while in the overcrowded cities Keep ourselves loyal to truth, and the
pa.,
Jan.
Pittsburg,
New Mexico.
Taos,
TO
LINE
SHORTEST
of
hand
this
valley.
win
a
would
of
the
Pittsburg development
sacred profession of friendship.
folks are so close together that they
water
the
of
deThe larger portion
millionaire, young society girls of
V. is no secret I tell you, nor am I
H. L. ORTIZ,
cannot see one another, hence
eschew supply for irrigation in the district sirable acquaintances are difficult to
New York and
elsewhere,
ashamed to declare it."
and counsettor-at-LaAttorney
comby
and cigarettes and follow visited by him is furnished
The Ankh Club is a secret society
before all the courts in
find.
Practicing
Inthe lead of Miss Marguerite Martin, panies, or capitalists who have
mani- the
Territory.
The Ankh warns against the mis- in so much as it will not make
sell
the
and
v ho was married to Henry
- New Mexico
Phipps stalled power plants
names of any of its members Santa Fe
conception of its aim and purpose, fest the
He is the son of Frank N. water to the farmers.
Hoffstot.
not. a matrimonial club. outside its own circle.
is
absolutely
Hoffstot of Pittsburg, president of the
The soil in this district is generally) No
For further information address:
JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
fees of any sort are charged, and
lflvce Tironortion of
with
Pressed Steel Car company, of which v.n."
TICKETS AND RF.RERVATIONS AT
THE ANKH CLUB,
ot
nonorauie,
Attorney at Law.
limited
number
a
.
v.
.
,
only
the young man is assistant manager. gravel ana aosoros so ... "
General Delivery,
Santa Fe, - - - - New Mexico
hi h.min(led men are eligible to enter
d.
ches,
main
or
of
Dr.
is
the daughter
Miss Slartin
that their canals,
Chicago.
Practices before all the courts of
divorcees n0 advenu-NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
and Mrs. Truman J. Martin, of the are either concrete or made of tile.
State.
the
Hotel Marie Antoinette of New York. It would be very difficult and expenOffice with B. M. Read, Esq.
after the ceremony sive to secure a water supply for ir LUNA COUNTY NOW HAS
Immediately
W. P. Tossell, John M.
j Sam Schwing.
and reception the couple departed on rigation otherwise,
caoiwcpR' institute.1 McTeer. J. F. Doderer and W. R.
MRS. NORA E ..SUMMERS.
their honeymoon. They will sail on
This committee met SaturBilbro.
While here in our valley the sandy
Public Stenographer
Saturday for a three months' Euro- soil contains an element that cements D jn chamber of Commerce Met' day at the Bank hotel for the purpose
Santa Fe, N. M.
new
a
of
erection
of
pean trip. They will join Mr. Hoff-yto- ot glazes the bottom and sides of the
the
considering
of
Boards
With Representatives
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
The
in
Sr., in Egypt, later returning to ditches as soon as the water is turned
church
Methodist
Deming.
of Trade.
Phone Red 162.
live in the Pittsburg mansion he has into them, as was demonstrated last
unanimous sentiment of the commit- tarm
them.
given
year on the Peter McKissor
neminp- x M.. .Tan. 2?.. Represen-- ; tee as expressed is for the erectinn
PROBERT & COMPANY
mis poraon
Young Mr. and Mrs. Hoffstot met just west of Willard.
of a $t5,000 church in Dem.ng. An
ber
s
"
Investments
be
will
last Fourth of July at a house party of the McKissor farm is one of the l"u,
appointed
committee
executive
,
There the most sandy tracts of land in this va'-- ' Commerce met bunaay repi esenui-- q carry Qlt th? wisheg of the com.
at Spring Lake. X. J.
Latris, Mines, Bonds & Stocki.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Com-i
of
Money Loaned Tor Investors
young woman attracted the million- icy, vet. in a few minutes after the lives of the Douglas Chamber
jn (Ws rewd
We have for sale general stocks ol
The West Point of the Southwell"
aire youngster as much as did the fact pumping was started there was no.merce at Lordsburg. The two parties
H Yeunr. better known as
wlmm
Retail Lumber Yan)
in Deming Sat f.fercbandise.
Ranked D7 L'nited States War Deh nnr
that she was unique among the young annarent. loss of water by sinking, or proceeded in their automobiles to .
....
uie eu
women in that she neither smoked seepage.
InstituThe lands there are mucn ueming ana on
Opportunltisa
partment ai "Distinguished
urday, his first visit to tnis place in and other Business
I
J
11.
..lW n!ln ttf
nor drank cocktails.
Bi!l has been in this throughout Taos county.
tion." Army officers detailed by Wal
more rolling and uneven
sixteen
cigarettes
years.
-a delightful
What
exception," are here, so that the primary cost of Southern Pacific to Atton, where tne- section off and on since 1S52, coming
Bank References Furnished
Department
New Mexico,
young Hoffstot is said to have told preparing the land for irrigation will hi nj.n roan crosses u.e ii.oa;j, i".- - here from Pennsylvania. He served Taos,
i,
Through Academic course, prepar"I'll cultivate her." bo much less here than in California. lowins the regular El Paso and Dem- in the Civil War with the 188th Pennhis friends.
ing young men for college or business
.
is
The
purpose
iU
Paso.
0i,aii,-.,vr.t
utI's. iiivesticst-- i. c road to
Three days after he met her he proVolunteer regiment of heavy
life. Great amount of open air work.
tne purpose oi sylvania and fought at Gold Harbor,
M.
ed by Mr. Spore the lift was 80 feet: to v'ew the road lor
posed and was accepted.
Healthiest location of any Military
artillery,
-us
juu.ih,
and the Wilderness. He RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
School in the t'nion. Located in the
Spottsylvania,
Young Hoffstot then went to Pitts-hur- in the deepest, the lift was from 4iu ascertaining
ocean
auiu.uuu.
derives his sobriquet "Apache Bill"
and broke the news to his fa to 415 feet, while the lift here in in tne ocean to
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
AVE
ac-- j highway.
It is the plan to secure the from the fact that he spent six years
ther. Hoffstot senior had his private this valley is from 40 to 60 feet,
of the West at an elevation of SYuU
ot tne tnree poims,
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Indians.
far
so
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the
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?
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next
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Phone,
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feet above sea level, sunshine every
r
ir n cn cawatl aa interna f inna COiieo OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Mr Snore's cousin has installed oniraso, uemmg aim jjuUSm
c New York to meet the young lady
mday, but little rain or snow during the
link
a
road may be made
q gtolen stof.k n ms gection inj
and her family. They held a confer- - his farm, his own power plant and his that this
season.
and upon report
own well. His power is a 1 horse this great highway,
nce.
eighties. His duties then took
Phone, 237 Black
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
reg- of the viewing parties as to just what Mm bac).
with
pump
he
to
I
know
engine
fjrth a.cross the Mexi.
don't
"You
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power
pretend
all graduates from standard eastern
make
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order
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OFFICE
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He is
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anything but a good physician," Dr. ulated to the power of the engine.
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road
this
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hear(J
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he
for
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residence,
for
that
care
four
"I
him.
don't
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gtates
Martin told
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
traffic, measures ot- Deming lately that he decided to
acres in nental automobile
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
society and I'm not a man of means, yard, lots. etc. Twenty-sitv- in all respects.
road.
the
so
to
be
taken
will
perfect
field
Dentist.
crops,
in
acres
,f posgible remain. in Dem-A- t
ten
and
and
I'm
alfalfa
she's
but
proud
my
daughter
4A
REGENTS E. A. CAHOOX, Pres.
a recent meeting of the newly
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
He gaid that tne iast time he
aU of which he cultivates and irriof her."
,
board of county commission-W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
hgre thj present Bite of the Deck-er'You're too modest," Hoffstot sen gates himself. The cost to him for elected
Hund was elected chairman.,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
John
dollars
two
is
dear
his
alfalfa
in
chuckled
building was a comh and that Phone Red 6.
ior
"Why my
reply.
irrigating
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. tn.
The recently organized Luna county there was a little broken down
doctor, if you knew how glad I am per acre. It is more expensive to the
and W. A. FINLEY.
institute met in the Crystal oon on tne site now occupied by the
And by Appointment
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Players

Sec. :;. The City Clerk of the City
Your Money Back for the Asking. You
of
is hereby
liinctid to
ProiT.ise Nothing
We are so confiai'iit that we can make and issue to the person or per-- j
!:titi il thereto spec ial tax bills
Wanted A girl for general housefurnish r Iitt' for indigestion and dyscertified
Big High Class Show Coming.
with
against the aforesaid) work. Address X, New Mexican.
come
the suckers who
betting
we promise to supply the
that
pepsia
several lots or pieces of property and
Manager M. A. Stanton of the local to the track.
medicine free of ail cost to every
play house takes great pleasure in anknows
"He
about one who us s it according to direc- the owiii rs tlicioof for the amounts
FOR SALE New Fpton Upright
everything
of the respective assessments against
nouncing to the people of Santa Fe horses," says the tout to the hero, tions who is not
A bargain.
Adolf Seligman.
piano
satisfied
perlectly
the same with
and vicinity that he has succeeded in himself being a former race track
and penalties
no promexact
with
We
results.
the
;'s
by Chapier "1 of the Laws
comedy gambler.
ecuring Fred Raymond's
WANTED Girl for general house
ises und put no om- under any obliga- of provided
success The .Missouri Girl for date
the Territory of New .Mexico of work and
"No, he doesn't, or he
wouldn't
cooking, Apply Mrs.
r.
ild
co
tion
whatev.
nothing
Surdy
1 !1 2 here.
of
20,
jSSi.
January
4
play them," says the hero.
"You be fairer. We aiv located
off, 1 Hi Manhattan
here
right
4.
That
1' O
same
is
the
the
show
owner
This
or holder of
exactly know all about horses, mo, don't you? .
.
,
..
that plays New York, Chicago and Yes, and look at your shoes; that's uin ie you live ami our repuiaiion I'
j(,Ils
!(,a
against, such
MaFOR SALE Singer
i...
Sewing
.i...
n
iit
puii it'iu itfiMiuiuLt; jl lii' pioporty may institute
all the larger cities.
suit in the chine with laKst attachments. New.
the answer."
The
tout's
shoos allium
- s' r a
'4 T
I
name of the ('it y against
The company carries two sets of wouldn't do service on a muddy day. gentuneiK'ss ot our oiler.
the said A
bargain. Mr. Marry St.
We want ev ry one who is troubled lo'vner and othe: ' proper parties
special scenery, the smaller of which
The tout told
of a friend
who
will fit the local stage very nicely, leaned him money to play the races with indigestion or dyspepsia in any f; miant, in any
having
WANTED An English
speaking
form to come to our store and buy a diction, for the
thus insuring the complete production at New Orleans.
of said
"Well, lie could af- box of
to do general housework.
girl
Apply
Kexall Dyspepsia Tablets. Take ,'essinent,
the same as seen in the regular city ford it," says the hero; "he had money
together with interest, Mrs. Small Washington avenue.
them home, and give
a reasona- cce's and penalties and the enlorco-mei.- ;
theatres.
lift to him."
If
As the management here is under
and foreclosure of said liens
'When your'e a In ad iTs time to ble trial, according to directions.
ROOMS FOTi KENT One, three,
a very heavy expense in securing this quit'" is a piece of advice from the they don't please you, tell us and we on suilJ premises in the same inm-or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
4
i't1
to
will quickly return your money. They as row provided for the foreel ) re.
be hoped hero to the man who has won.
excellent attraction, it is
for rent at 2'M Washington avenue.
will apprethat local theatre-goerinert gages on real estate, ;uil lo
"You ain't fool enough to risk vour have a very mild but positive action
excepciate his efforts to give them first money on this thing, air ye?" asks ipon the organs with which they! shall diligently prosecute said suit, Large, handsome dining room,
class attractions, by packing the house the village banker and hard fisted! come in contact, apparently acting as and all sums collected or realized tionally lice and well suited for
hoarders.
or. the above date.
financier. "He ain't such an eternal a regulative tonic upon the relaxed from payments made to the city upon
said assessments or collected by the
fool as to go bettin' his money on the muscular coat of the bowel, thus over-coTYPEWRITERS.
"Checkers."
horses1,," he continues, referring to
itig weakness, and aiding lo re- city thereon by suit or otherwise, Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
(El Paso Herald).
another man than the one addressed. store the bowi Is to more vigorous and shall be paid to the owner or holder
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-"Checkers," a racing play with a
The whole play is not devoted to healthy activity. Three sizes, 25c, 5Uc of said lien.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
of comedy. moralizing against the evils of race and $1.00.
leve story and plenty
of
Passed
and
2nd
approved the
day
"J
Remember, you can oba'"i rented. Standard makes handled.
thoroughly entertained a large au- track gambling, however, and there is tain Rexctll Remedies only at our January, 1H12.
All repair work and typewrites guardience at the El Paso theatre Friday plenty of wit, much good, hard com- stote i'he Rexai. Store. The
ARTHUR SEI.K1MAN,
Fischer
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExAttest:
evening.
mon
in
sense
show.
the
Mayor.
Drug Co., 2:12 San Francisco St.
' "
Phone 231change.
The methods of the gamblers are
P.
T.
DELGADO,
"Work like hell and save all you
bared by the character of "Push" Mil make," is a piece of advice from the
City Clerk.
0 ' .
try over which he traveled compares
intout
a
in
the
ler
who, working
Ordinance No. 2.
old banker that gels a laugh and is tavorably with any section of the minterest of the bookies, strings various recognized as a real truism, blunt eral zone whir-- he ims iiiKn.ft.fI I'tvim
An Ordinance entitled, "An Ordi-patrons of the track to betting ontn0Ugn it iK
,ui assessment ami ue- the Canadian line down into southern
a Iien "',ou lols ;,nd
ditterent horses, all ot tliem plugs,
MASONI v.
of
"Men treat women so reverently Mexico and has
thei('1:lr
faith
in
that he knows are going to lose. He while they are courting them that outcome of the great
on San Francisco
Montezuma
a,"lUin
Lodge
l'"1H'r,y
also
Kingston district,
tens one man mat me jochey is ins after tney are married, plain ordinary-brother- that section of the
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
fo'' ,lle urlose of paying the
at the head
country
another that the horse has treatment seems like
and
communi
crueltv to r.f the Truiillo creek where the l .nek. costs of living improvements,
Regular
been doped, another that a certain tnem is om5 of the thingg that
cation first Monday
gets
out mine is situated. In speaking of fixing a lien upon parcels of said prophorse couldn't beat a fat man uphill, ia allgi,,
of each month at
the country over which he traveled erty, and to secure the payment of
and so on a different story for each.j "I am brokeMasonic - Hall a
how shall I act?" along the range where many
old the assessment thereon, and to deWILLIAM HERRING CHRISTMAN,
but each story calculated to make v.ireg the tout t0 tne man he is bet. mines are situated that have in
7.30.
the clare said assassments a personal liaWho Will Represent San Juan County in the House.
the victims play into the hands of the:ting for
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
..Act iI;p you.re uroke).. is past produced vast fortunes he is of bilit' and cIaim against the several
bcokies.
the answer he gets bv wire.
the opinion that there is a great future owners of said property and a lien CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.
"Put her there, old man; anybody!
..If 1 waa a winner at tne track like for that
X this time he came tox Mapleton, Iowa,
section, provided development unon said Property, end providing for
who can beat the bookies well l m j arii with the women, I'd own a block is
Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
X
X
53
a
irosecuted
and
firm
into
his
law
with
entered
scientifically to find the!,h collection and enforcement
Age
years.
for him," says the old banker to the ot- Qfce buildings
1. R. A. M. Regular
gets another
from which the large bodies
X
X brother, Charles, and his father, who
Native of Chicago, Illinois.
to
man whom he has relusea
convocation second
Bp It Ordained, By the City Counc il
laugh, for its the tout talking after a of rich ore came from, that up to the
Of distinguished ancestry X was then county attorney. He also young
visits to his home because hej "hit" with the servant girl.
Monday of eacb montil
no decided effort has of the City of Santa Fe;
X and relative of Abraham Lin- - X bought large tracts of land and en- - let pay
time
present
'
gambled on the races.
at Masonic Hall at
"One of the Arkansas trains will been made to prove or disprove
Section 1. That, whereas, the City
X coin.
X gaged in stock raising.
"It's the same old game; the same' be on time one of these days and the downward
7:30 p. m.
of
Council
said
resolution
has
Atcity
by
X
of
XI
the
continuance
C.
School
to
was
Graduate.
He
married
Carlotta
High
old surething boys and comeons; a then there'll be a terrible collision," ores.
JOHN H. WALKER,
or ordinance ordered the improveAdvocate.
Sierra
tended Hedding College.
County
X; Downs in 1S95. They have one child. sucker
minute
and says the hero.
is born every
H. P.
ment of San Francisco street, between
Luna County.
X
Earned his way through X Rcswell, given the name of his great sometimes
they're twins," the heroi The action of the play takes place
X school by working
Schultz and Deputy Sheriff Sandoval and Galisteo streets, by the ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
on farm X grandfather, after whom the town of
Albert
says, as he returns to the betting-rin- a. Hot Springs, when the place wa-- J. A.
and raising stock. Read law X Roswell, New Mexico, was named.
Kealy report a copper strike in construction of brick pavement on
after an absence of several wide open; in the little town of
Saota Fe Commanders
at Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Xi Mr. Chrisman spent some time at
their holdings in the Tres Hermanns said street; and
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Clarksville, Ark., and at the Washing- that runs $1C to $20 per ton.
Whereas, after notice, as required
took law course at State Vni- - X Des Moines, Iowa, helping get laws
ton park race track at Chicago during
conclave fourth Monby Chapter 42 of the Laws of the Terversity of Iowa, graduating X; passed at the state legislature; and
the world's fair.
"Checkers," played
day in each month at
X this experience, coupled with his legal
ritory of New Mexico of 1903. and
in 1889.
THE DANGE.R OF LA GRIPPE.
has been a Is its fatal
Masonic Hall at 7:SC
of said city, the ownthe
ordinances
by Hobart Cavanaugh,
Entered law firm with his X ability will be valuable to him in the
to
tendency
pneumonia.
p. m.
young man who has lost his fortune To cure your la grippe coughs take ers of the hereinafter described lots
X legislature of New Mexico.
brother at Mapleton, Iowa.
on the track and has learned that it Folev's Tfonev and Tar Comnound. or parcels of real estate abutting on
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C
Engaged in stock raising Xj In 1907, he came to New Mexico
is a snare; he meets Arthur Kendall R. e". Fisher, Washington, Kas., says:! tne aforesaid portions of San Fran W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
and real estate business.
X;for his son's health. As the climate
is trying to
(George Sweet) who
As- - X was
beneficial
Attended legislative
and Mr. Chrisman
"I was troubled with a severe aftack cisco street, have failed to construct,
drown himself at Hot Springs with of la
Santa Fe XiOdge ef
X liked the country, he
the
that threatened pneumo- or pay for the construction of the
sembly at Des Moines.
bought
of nia. Agrippe
No. 1, 14U
Perfection
of
said
as
whiskey sours between games
street
pavement
Came to New Mexico four X Philip Nelson ranch, below
Aztec.
advised
required;
friend
Foley's Honey
Checkers tries and Tar
degree. Ancient and Acpoker and roulette.
X Later he invested in eighty acres of
years ago.
Compound and I got relief and
to save this spoiled son of the village after
cepted Scottish Rite ol
Whereas, heretofore the said pave
Ranch and property owner XI raw land and built a comfortable home
taking the first few doses. I took
merchant from the utter ruin that he three bottles and my la grippe was ment has been constructed by order
Free Masonry meets on
X upon it a mile west of Aztec, where
at Aztec, San Juan county.
knows stares him in the face, but is cured."
X
school and X he now lives.
Active Sunday
The past summer he
Get the genuine, in the yel- of the City Council of the City of San the third Monday of each monta
accused because of his past record low
X also bought a residence property at
X church worker.
For sale by all drug- ta Fe, as provided by statute in such t 7:30 o'clock in the evening lm
package.
of leading the boy "to the bad."
Masonic Hall, south side of Plau.
cases; and
X! Aztec.
Married.
gists.
"Pert Barlow (Miss Florence Heston)
Whereas, the construction of such Viiiting Scotish Rite Masons are corFavors progressive
He is a thorough farmer and stock-legisla- - X
is the affianced sweetheart of Ken
has been completed; therefore, dially invited to attend.
X tion, a square deal for people
man. His enterprise is shown
by
ORDINANCES PASSED BY CITY paving
Be It Ordained
dall, but falls in love with Checkers
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
X as well as capital, the Austral- - X his work on improvements, as he has
COUNCIL.
when she learns which of the boys is
Sec. 2. That there shall be
and
Venerable Matter.
X ian
Ballot, and a Corrupt X spent about $3,000 on his home place.
Ordinance No. 1.
really the stronger and better. Her
X Besides this he has built roads,
a
assessed against HENRY F. STEPHENS, 3i
X Practices Act.
Ordi- hereby
"An
An ordinance entitled
't
each of the several owners hereinafter
father, the village Croesus (Jos. Wil- nance to
stone barn 18 by 60 feet; a reservoir;
Secretary.
levy assessment upon lots
lots or
kes), opposes the wedding and sends and pieces of property abutting upon named, and their several
William Herring Chrisman, first; ten miles of fence on some desert
an
to
out
honest
Checkers
"earn
B. P. O. E.
State Representative from San Juan 'land, and cleared and grubbed timber
of pieces of property owned by them re
Don Gaspar Avenue in the City
$5,000," before he wi.. talk to him
Santa Fe Lodge No.
county, was born at Chicago, Illinois, land that will come under the high-iNew Mexico, for the pur- spectively hereinafter described abut
Santa
Fe
on said portion of San Francisco
about wedding his daughter.
1S58.
line ditch on the west side of the
m, B. P. O. E. hold
pose of paying the costs of sidewalk ting
the several sums hereinatter-mentioned- ,
street,
His mother, from Connecticut, and Animas.
Checkers finally wins the money on
From his Iowa farm he has
Its
regular session on
and
lien
a
upon
fixing
improvements,
and said several sums so
a race in Chicago that has been each parcel of said property, and to
the second and fourth
father, from Virginia, are fine types imported some of the finest registered
of the best blood of both these sec-- Percheon horses in this country, that
"fixed." which he learns about acci- secure the payment of the assessment assessed are hereby declared to be
of each
Wednesday
tions of the country. The former, a took six prizes at the latest Farming-collegmonth. Visiting broth
dentally while looking on at "the thereon, and declaring said assess- a personal liability which sha'l be
ssme old bunch" in the betting ring. ments a personal liability and claim discharged and paid with interest and
ert are invited and
graduate, had charge of the ton fair.
and
musical department at Hedding Col-- !
Then he helps to prevent a raid on
welcome.
in business he is
the several owners of said penalties as herein provided by said
against
a
lien is hereby
the old man's bank and wins the for- property, and providing for the colleo several owners, and
CARL A. BISHOP.
lege, Abingdon, Illinois, for several thoroughly reliable, and has never
declared and fixed upon each of said J. D. SENA,
The latter a graduate of made an unsuccessful business ven- years.
Exalted Ruler.
giveness of the father and the girl, tion and enforcement thereof."
lots or pieces of property to
ot course, forgives him for breaking
Vvashington College, Virginia, and a!ture in his life. . It will be a pleasure
Secretary.
Be it ordained by the City Council several
secure the payment of the sums assuccessful lawyer, served ten years to the people of the state to know he
his promise not to gamble again bs-- i of the City of Santa Fe:
sessed against the same with interest
as county attorney in Virginia. Their, will use the same carefulness and
cause he won this time. He remarks
F. W. FARMER
Sec. 1. That, whereas, the City Counhome is one well known for its
in expending the public Dave Braham in his Original Role of; that "when you win you're a gende-ma- cil of said city has by resolution or and penalties which may be enforced
Homesterd No.
"Push" Miller in Checkers.
and when you lose you are a ordinance ordered the improvement against the said premises and the
finement, education and
thorough funds.
2879.
by law
Christian principles.
In politics Mr. Chirsman has always
bum," and says something about the ot Don Gaspar Avenuee by the con- owners thereof as provided
Brotherhood
of
and
ordinances
of
said
the
women."
Mr. Chrisman is a distant relative been a Republican,
of
"inconsistencies
city.
struction on each side thereof of
American Yeomen
said
inThe
w
or
owners
and
or Abraham Lincoln and a direct des-the
lots
is ell cast brick or cement sidewalks.
The entire company
He has always taken an active
years, and is looking on at the exciteSecond
Meets
cendant of the ancient English family terest in Sunday school work, having ment.
and Miss Heston, the lead, is one of
after notice as required spectively, and the amount of the reand
Whereas,
Fourth
Thur
of Herring, of which Lord Benjamin been superintendent of the Method-Herrinthat's a the youngest and prettiest and most by Chapter 54, of the Laws of the Ter- spective assessment hereinafter made
"That's not gambling;
Fireman'!
days,
each
owner
and
his
been
of
was granted a coat of arms list Eniscooal
school
leads
who
against
property
has
little
when
declares
the
Sunday
the hero,
charming
cinch,"
ritory of New Mexico of 1S99, and the are named, described and fixed as folHall. H. Foreman,
'
bj King Richard in 1374.
Mapleton, Iowa, for about fifteen tout suggests that they make money seen here in a long time.
ordinances of said city, the owner3 lows :
A. E. P. Robinson,
was
Chrismaji
Representative
of the hereinafter described lots or
years and president of the Monona
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
Manuel C. de Baca, owner,
that
graduated from high school at Abing-- ; County Sunday School Association in
parcels of real estate abutting on the certain lot or
Alaria.
on
of
land
situate
piece
don, Illinois, at the age of fifteen, and i0wa for several years. At this time
aforesaid portions- of Don Gaspar
the north side of said portion of San
later attended Hedding College of .o is president of the San Juan County
Avenue have failed to build or con
Santa Fe Cam
Francisco street, bounded on the east
an
that place.
and
and
By farming
raising. Sunday School Association
struct the sidewalks as required.
13514, M. W. A.
lands of Mrs. Joseph Hersch. on
when not in school, he paldjtive worker in church circles.
And, whereas, therefore, the side- by
ineets second Tuesthe west by lands of Leo Hersch, and
his own way there, as well as saving! in short, the people of San Juan
walks have been constructed and built
day each month, a
a
58
of
on
said
having
one thousand dollars by the time he county have reason to place great
frontage
feet,
of the
by order of the city council
clal meeting tLirr)
of
San
Francisco
portion
had reached the age of twenty-one- .
street,
confidence in Mr. Chrisman as a genCity of Santa Fe as provided by statat Elk
Tuesday
$180.54;
After spending some time reading tieman of practical business ability
in such cases.
Hall.
Visting
nelgte
are John McFarland a capitalist and ute
law at Council Bluffs, Iowa, he took land broad progressive ideas, with a
Socorro County.
Mrs Joseph Hersch, owner,
that
And, whereas, the construction or
A fine body of ore has been struck lawyer from Omaha.
Mrs. McLaugh- building of sidewalks has been com certain lot or tract of land on the bors welcome.
the law course at the State TJniver-- j clean upright Christian character
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
At worthy of their respect and support, in the drift on the Nit, running to- lin, the widow of Mr. Hoisinger's pleted;
north side of that portion of San
sity of Iowa, finishing in 18S9.
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
ward the Waldo. They have only
Francisco
bounded
on
the east
street,
Therefore, Be It Further Ordained:
and S. A. Hoisinger himself,
about 40 feet to go to make connec- partner
Sec. 2.
That there shall be and by land of the Delgados and on the
comfor
who
will
the
be
the
agent
News.
tion. Magdalena
west by the land of Manuel C. de Baca TiMfc. TABLE ALL
pany and wrho will superintend the hereby is expressly assessed against- and having a
Colfax County.
frontage of 79.5 feet on
each of the several owners
hereinLOCAL TRAINS
development work. The company inral sums so assessed are hereby de-- that portion of said San Francisco
The sides of the canon at Sugarite tends to
of
men
work
at
force
a
put
'certain
and
that
or
of
tract
St.,
parcel
camp are now giving forth coal that to open up further the ore bodies after named and their several lots ot
The following are the time tables
is being loaded onto cars by means of which are already shown up and to pieces of property owned by them land on the south of that portion of 3f the local railroads:
described said San Francisco street, bounded
a new double tipple. The coal is in prepare for mining on a more exten- respectively hereinafter
"A. T. & 6. r. Ry."
on the east by lands of Fred Lopez
great demand on account of its su- sive scale than has heretofore been abutting on said portions of the said
Leave
on
and
the
west
Sandoval
Don
by
street,
Gaspar Avenue, the several sums
perior quality for domestic purposes
Sierra County Free Press.
to connect with No. 3
8:10 a.
Contest on in Earnest.
is nothing against him as a man and and will eventually make the Sugar- possible.
hereinafter mentioned and said seve and having a frontage of 49.4 feet, westbound m.,
and No. 10 eastbound.
There was something doing up at clared to
on
of said San Francisco
that
portion
which
a
be
The contest for the office of probate citizen, their opposition
coal
mines
the
busiest
al
ite
liability
personal
producers the Snake mine. It seems that Theoarising
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
$309.20.
clerk and
recorder for Sierra most solely from personal enmity in this mining region Raton Range. dore Asselhofen, who has been em- shall be discharged and paid with in street,
p. m.
Sec.
3.
The
so
amount
assessed
terest
as
and
herein
provided
penalties
Sierra County.
count; is now on In real earnest. At caused by his unswerving devotion to
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
ployed at the mine for a long time,
shall be a lien upon such lots or parto deal with
the law when called
The Dude Good Luck people at Lake fiied a lien agaisnt the property in by said several owners and a lien is cels of
the last election Amado Gonzales, Re- them in an official upon
and if the same be not conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
land,
of
declared
fixed
each
and
hereby
upon
Although
are
their
capacity.
gradually increasing
Valley
the amount of some eleven hundred said several
publican, received two more votes they made some very strong accusa- force of men. The latest to go to
lots or pieces of property paid within thirty days after the pas- 2 eastbound.
dollars for wages which Air. Asselarrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
secure
in
than Andrew Kelley, Democrat, for tions agiinst his fairness as a judge, work Is our old friend Ben Kinsey, an hofen
payment of the sums asses- sage of this ordinance, it shall be the Returning
Is due him. On the othalleges
Leave
Santa
Fe at 6:20 p. m. to conof
the
of
Clerk
said
duty
sed
City
Kelsame
city
with
the
interest
those of the people who have had old timer of Kingston. High grade ore er hand the management of the comthat important office. While Mr.
against
to make out and sign, attest with the nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
ley is still holding down the office as occasion to appeal to Judge Pope in li said to have been struck on the pany declares that the largest part and penalties which may be enforced
the said premises and the seal of said city, and file for record eastbound.
usual he has notified Mr. Gonzales of- his official capacity, feel that they 500 foot level of the Snake mines at of
the amount claimed by Mr. Assel- against
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
ficially .through Sheriff Kendall that have at all times been dealt with just Hillsboro. The Wicks Gulch mine hofen is secured by notes, one of owners thereof as hereinafter provid- iu the office of the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of the county, a 8:35 P. m.
contest proceedings have been com- ly and ticccrding to law. Every right shipped a carload of high grade ore which has been paid, leaving about ed. The said owners and the lots or
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to conmenced against him. Up to yester- thinking man in the state will applaud last week. The mining interests in $150 due Mr. Asselhofen which is not pieces of property owned by them re- claim or lien therefor; and all subspectively and the amount of the re- sequent purchasers, mortgagees or nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
day Mr. Gonzales had not presented the action of President Taft in giving the Tierra Blanca country will get secured by notes. Then again,
an oflice to one who is competent in
his bonds for approval and filing.
spective assessments hereinafter made encumbrances of such lots or parcels westbound.
of a stimulus from
the intendent Moffett swore out a
of land shall take the same subject
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
Sierra County Advocate.
every way to fill it. Carlsbad Adgus.
of the Black Range Mining rant for Mr. Asselhofen's arrest
al against each owner and his property to such
lien, interest and cost there- P. m.
are
as
and
described
fixed
named,
and Milling Company, a corporation eging that Mr. Asselhofen did unlaw- of as provided by law.
Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
Judge Pope Made Enviable Record. FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM- which has been organized witn a capi- - funy and feloniously flourish a gun in follows,
Passed and approved this 2nd day and Pecos Valley points should now
23
Chas.
W.
Lots
Lamborn,
to
work
(owner)
and
IN
district
of
EVERY
"CURES
POUND
the
leaves
tal
$1,125,000
develop
W.
Professor
John
nis presence.
Judge Pope
of January, 1912.
leave at 3:30 p. m. 'instead of 7:20
CASE."
eleven mining claims in the Tierra prout canMS down from Kingston last and 24 in Block 2 of the Capital Adjudgeship to assume the higher and
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
dition
to
as heretoior
the
Connection leaves AlSanta
of
New
claims
all
City
of
office
have
of
Fe,
Mr.
Jas. McCaffery, Mgr.,
more important
the Blanca country.. The
United States
Monday. Professor Prout, who is one
Attest:
Mayor. buquerque
7:55 r- m. Instead ot
t
district judge, his appointment by Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recom a good showing of gold and silver or tbe best known mining geologists Mexico, $39.40;
T. P. DELGADO,
2:20 a.m.
the President having been sent to mends Foley's Honey and Tar Com- ore and there are extensive workings m tne southwest, spent nearly five B. S. Reed (or unknown owner),
City Clerk.
D. & Ft. a. Tty.
;
the Senate this week, and there is no pound, because It cures in every case. on them, the largest being a 435 foot weeks in and about Kingston looking Lot 5 in Block "A," of the Berardanel-Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortn.
Addition to the City of Santa Fe
doubt. of his speedy confirmation by "T have used it myself and I have rec- tunnel which carries good values all over the mineral formations of that
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.- Are You a Seller? An arrvertm'-methat body. During his administration ommended It to many others who the way and which affords nearly a BCtion. He viewed the country from New Mexico, $21.00;
J. H. Britton (or unknown owner)
New vextco Central Ry.
in the classified columns of the
as district judge he has made an en- have since told me of Its great cura- thousand feet of stoping ground. The tne Log cabin mine on the Tierra
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
viable reputation as a just and up- tive power In diseases of the throat properties have heretofore been the Blanca to the Templar mine on North Lots 7 and 8, Block "C," of the Berar-danel- New Mexican will put your real estate
Addition to the City of Santa on (he market effectively. It will put 2 east and 1 south and west
right man and even those who so and lungs." For all coughs and colds property of S. A. Hoisinger who has percha, he also visited the Grand
Arri"
m. with connections
the facts of your property before tht
strenuously opposed his appointment it ia speedily effective. For sale by been, backed by a Mr. McLaughlin view In the Carpenter mining
Fe, New Mexico, $45.25.
Nebraska. The Incorporators trict. Professor Prout says the coun- S. C. France (or unknown owner), eyes of all possible buyei.
s
to his present office concede that there all druggists.
from No. 3
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JOB HARRIMAN GOES
Glorious Weather Fair tonight and JOHNSON WANTS TO
BECOME CHAMPION WRESTLER.
BEFORE GRAND JURY.
tomorrow says the weather bureau.
The maximum temperature yesterday
was 50 and the minimum temperature Willing o Meet Frank Gotch at Salt
Declares He Had Nothing to Do With
Lake City for Thirty Thousand
20 degrees.
Attempted Bribery by DetecDollars.
Bride Kills Herself The wife of
tive Bert Franklin.
H. F. Aldrich, a real estate dealer of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
L,easeJ Wire to New Mexican
Special
111., Jan. 23.
JohnJack
herself
ed
kil
Chicago,
Sugar City, Colorado,
Los
Calif., Jan. 23. Job
Angeles,
tomarannounced
were
son,
champion pugilist,
The couple
by shooting.
!
of the attorneys who
one
Harriman,
G.
had
a
day that he
telegram from
ried only four months ago.
defended the McNamara
brothers,
Divorce Granted In district court E. Schefski of Salt Lake, offering him
today befo're the counat Las Vegas, a divorce was granted $:JO,000 to wrestle Frank Gotch in was summoned which
continued
its
TV that
ty grand jury,
ltV.
Ttinmncnn fmm ffmmfl
source
of
the
of
th
Probe
to
marman
I'm
decided
all.eged
the
were
"I've
defeat
Thompson of Mora. They
The Reason They Take Such a Hike,
i Gotch
nu-- - :
corruption r.ina said to have been
Heri bit vpnre ann.
and become both chamDion
.
r
Hands and Nail Scrubs in great gilist and champion wrestler. May-- supplied to Detective Bert Franklin
of jurors.
Is, Because They're the Kind the People Like!
variety. Bristles of all desired tex- be I couldn't throw him, but I'm will- for the bribing
in the jury room
to
remained
Harriman
a
said
take
ture. Get one at Zook's.
Johnson.
chance,"
ing
with
"I'll wrestle in April or May and fight twenty minutes and emerged
!
Sixty Days far Concealed Weapon
the statement that he had answered
Because he carried a small pistol in Flynn in july.''
the ton of his shoes, Carlos Valen- - Pat Powers called on Johnson today every question asked him and that he
. . $ .25
8 lbs. Good Native Onions,
13 Cans 10c Milk
$1.00
zuela, a musician of Old Albuquerque ?r.d asked him to fight in New York "knew nothing about the alleged jury
1.00
14 lbs. Sugar
1.00
9 Cans 2 2 Standard Tomatoes,
was sentenced to sixty days in jail, some time in March. Johnson is will- - brioing."
James A. Blair, a boou keeper at
Funeral of Mrs. Albert Stern The; jng t0 accept the offer as he wants to
funeral of Mrs. Albert Stern, well; test the ruling barring his appearance the California Savings Bank, where
known in Santa Fe, took place yester- there.
Harriman had an account, stated that
The champion will leave for New none of Harriman's financial dealings
day afternoon from the residence of
Charles Ilfeld at Las Vegas. Dr. Men York Sunday.
were with Franklin.
5SSEH5ES
del Silber conducted the services.
Struck on the Head A. L. EisenWhat Is the difference between the
berg, a boiler maker at Albuquerque,;
CUT
while at work, was struck on the head
President's traveling expenses and
ROOM OP.
fliE
E NDQN GARDEN
iu some unaccountable manner and.
a menu" card?
AT THE
ULHP,
suffered concussion of the brain. He
was taken to the Santa Fe hospital,
Located one Clock East from the Old San Miguel Church.
Lost Ribbon Bag Mrs. O. N. Mar-- '
WEATHER FORECAST.
- $1.25, $1.50 and up per dozen
at the inaugural ball, lost in the
Roses,
Denver, Colo., Jan. 23. Colo- - X rt.n
cloak room in the Palace of the Gov-- ;
.75, 1.00 "$1.25"
Carnations,
X
in
cooler
rado, tonight fair,
- .75 and $1.00
einors, a ribbon bag which she prizes;Narcissus,
central portions
Wednesday
reasons. Find50c. a bunch
Violets (Sweet),
X highly for sentimental
fair..
w please return to her or to Mayor
and
Xew Mexico, tonight
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.
Seligman or to the New Mexican.
Wednesday
fair; not much
Run Over By Automobile An auto-- ,
change in temperature.
mobile at Albuquerque, driven by Miss!
Dorothy" McMillen, daughter of Mr.'
A
We Never Shut Off the steam at and Mrs. A. B. McMillen, ran over!
Goebels.
twelve year old Oscar Spelter, the
WANTED Clean
cotton rags
n achine passing over an arm and a
four cents per pound. New Mexican
a High-PricWagon
leg and otherwise injuring the boy.
office.
and fragrant toilet wa-- i
Delightful
Accidental Scratches are quickly
ters, whose use you will appreciate.:
One is tne tare ot em, tne otner a healed with liquid court plaster, at our
particular odor at Zook's.
When you consider the quality of.
Zook's Pharmacy.
bill of fare!
the material, and its splendid conAnother choice lot of bargains, the LOOK OUT FOR ANOTHER
struction,
kind that do not last long. See adRAISE IN COAL OIL.
The price is very reasonable, and
vertisement of W. N. Townsend Co.
lower th:tn any maker could produce
Born To Mr. aniLMrs. John H. Sar
a wagon of anything like the same
Standard Oil Company Draws a Fine
And Look Over Our Bill of Fare
gent of El Rito, a baby girl. The
quality for in anything but enorm- THg STljDEBAKER FAC- for 143 Violations
of
$55,000
ou3 quantities
and child who are at the Sani
mother
TORY has instructed us to
of Interstate Law.
Before Arranging Yours I
HnTIT.3Dimr.t
tarium, are both reported as doing (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
ig.Ji.uliflHi..il---.LTTHE SPECIAL
withdraw
nicely.
Buffalo, X. Y., Jan. 2:1 The Standwe have been
LOW
PRICES
t
BeYOU'LL LIKE OUR MEATS
They Move right along. Why?
ard Oil Company of New York was
last ' week.
for
the
making
cause they are the right kind of gro fined $o5,0(K) by Judge Hazel in the
be withwill
These
prices
has
Andrews.
few
a
ceries.
Ke
At
tender our chops,
t'nited States district court in this
drawn
for
look
week.
this
Better
specials
city today for 143 violations of the
them over.
our steaks are rare.
Interstate Commerce Law in acceptTUESDAY, JAN. 23.
Mr.
Born to
and Mrs. Charles
Two Good Second-han- d
Saddles and Bridles
ing rate concessions in 1904 and 1905
a
the
20th,
our
Saturday,
salt
and
York
Xew
from
hams,
the
Pennsylvania
Excellent
"
"
2
in. Business Pole, $62.50
Two
Ranges with Reservoirs
baby girl, at their home at Pecos, San Centra! railroads on shipments of oil
are made and sold every year.
in
materials
mirchase
of
the
Onlv
meats
the same.
Miguel county.
from Olean, X. Y., to Burlington, Vt.
2
in. Standard Farm, 82.00
One Second-han.. Golden Oak
Buffet,
makers
The advertisement of H. S. Kaune
great quantities enables theto market
of the Studebaker wagon
100.00
3 in. Mountain Farm,
"
cuts prepared with
and company will whet that break- LUMBER TRUST FOSTERED
One "
Combination Bookcase
it at the price they do.
You
overhave
fast
may
appetite.
RATHER THAN HINDERED,
Talk about value, why there is no
"
Cash or Easy Payments- One "
Alarble Top Cen. Table
looked these dainties.
greatest care- -wagon made that has tiie value in it
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
c
Died of Scarlet Fever The sixteen
One Typewriter Desk,
One Roll Top Desk
that the Studebaker has.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 23. Most of
serve and to please
If you like to get your money's
months old daughter of Mr. arid Mrs. the witnesses examined today on the
worth, buy a Studebaker.
George Witzel died at Belen yesterday state's ouster suit against twenty-siof scarlet fever.
you, our aim !
lumber companies, emphasized the
We Sell it and Guarantee it
The Riddle of the Plaza Market on same point insisted upon by the
So is defense yesterday that the Yellow
page eight is easily answered.
the question why they are always j Pine Manufacturers' Association fos-- ,
PHONE 56 BLACK, 5ANTA FE, N. M.
busy. The right kind of meat at the tered rather than hindered competl-- I
Phone 92.
tion.
right prices.

The Home of Quality Groceries

THE GOODS WE BUY DO NOT STAY LONG
Good Things, You Know, Are Pushed Along!

A

,

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS!
1--

Phone No.

i

F. ANDREWS.

4

Phone No. 4

FLOWERS n ID

FRESH
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THE

The "Studebaker
Isn't

j

ed

a Golden

Opportunity

That lasts only
until Tuesday,
January 23d.

j

70,000

1

D. S. L0WITZKI

Jost

SWAGONS

Ear-ickso-

4

P

To

All Go At Bargains

j

Is Too Late.

Plaza Market Co.

Mi

Come in Before It

i

x

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.
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ON TAILOR-MAD- E

CLOTHES FOR MEN

AND YOUNG MBEPs" WINTER SUITS.
U

AS

4f u

a"

j.

'I

4

&

i

JiA

TAILORING

Our many

Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Mad- e
us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this wayand

i

JnT
-

IS A TRADE BY ITSELR

so our business grows.

;

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits now for

$ 5L00
1

CLOTHES is well
Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADall
to
we
make
that
known
you
nothing but the finest workmanship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the handThe patterns are new and were never
some woolens.
more attractive.

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price

E
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AND WOMEN!
I youMEN
have a Suit or a Dress

for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
work. If you think
of
anything
your clothes, put them in his hands.

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN UPTODATE DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50
This Store is

the

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

HATHAH SALMON

